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At Gilbertsville Prelegislative Conference
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Carroll To Let Assembly Tackle
Sensitive Utility Tax Question
GILBERTSVILIE, Ky. (AP 1 —
While saying that he favors removing
the five cent sales tax from utility bills,
Gov. Julian Carroll says he will leave it
to the General Assembly to answer the
politically sensitive question of how to
make up the lost revenue.
In a four-page letter to House
Speaker William Kenton, the governor
noted that Sen.-elect Larry Hopkins, RLexington, is pushing such a proposal in
order to ease the high cost of enetgyto
consumers.
However, Carroll said removing the
tax would mean a loss of $98.9 million in
revenue over the next two years.
Hopkins has said that removing the
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tax would cost only ;46 million over the
biennium.
The governor's estimate of the lost
revenue includes some $21 million in
revenue fro'n tax on telephone bills and
another $13 million on water bills. The
balance of the difference also includes
electricity and natural gas.
Hopkins says his proposal would not
remove the tax from such, items as
telephone bills.
The governor apparently is passing a
political hot potato to the legislators. He
noted in the letter, dated Thursday,that
there are few areas in the state budget
that can be cut.
Carroll stated that he "would oppose

and veto any legislation that enacted
new taxation designed to make up the
loss in revenue."
State budget requests currently
under review initially were $4.3 billion,
the governor said. That has been pared
to $3.1 billion, but Carroll said he has
been advised "we are still some 8200
million over our anticipated revenue
for the next biennium."
The governor said,"I cannot honestly
tell you that I can cut an additional $96.9
million to make up for the loss in
revenue should the sales tax from
utilities be removed, without cutting —
some very essential services to the
people of Kentucky."

GOP Turncoat Is Key Issue In
Democratic Leadership Causus
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RODEO FINALS—Final competition in the Murray State
University Intercollegiate Rodeo
at the West Kentucky livestock
Vtow-afftt-lonAttion- teryttlirpn
College,. Farm Rod' will start
'tonight at-8 p.m In action Thursday night is Cynthia Kook in the
barrel racing competition, topieft.
In photo at left TimletMore is
caught in a tense moment before
the bareback bronc riding event.
Both are members of the MSU
Rodeo Club. Ticket'will be on
sale at the door and admission
prices are 53 for adults, $2 for
sterdents, and Si for children fro
6 to 12 years of age
-
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Photos By John Itrarnel

- GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
eligibility of a Republican who switched
to the Democratic Party appeared a
likely key issue in today's Democratic
caucus at the prelegisrative conference
at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
Park.
Two Democratic senators who are
trying to oust adminittrattan'Ithrored
Senate leaders told newsmen they may
raise the question of whether Sen. Don
Johnson of Fort Thomas is eligible to
participate.
The two ireSens. John Berry,1:Mkrew
Castle, and Lowell Hughes,D Ashland.
Berry is seeking the job of assistant
Senate president pro tern, now held by
Sen. Pat McCuiston, 1)-Pembroke,
while Hughes is trying to get the post of
majority whip, now held by Sen. Kelsey
Friend, D Pikeville.
Hughes said it is "highly
questionable" whether Johnson, who
changed party affiliation a week ago,is
eligible to vote in a Democratic caucus.
"For all we know, he may change
back to the Republicans by Monday,"
Hughes said.
Berry said if Johnson wants to
become a Democrat, then he must run
and win election as one.

-Otherwise, ill sorts of shenanigans
If the Democratic camp decides
become possible," Berry said. "All
Johnson is not a Democrat, then there_
eight Senate Republicans can juS4t. are 29 instead of 30 Democrats in the
switch, vote in our caucus and then
Senate, and a vote of 15 instead of 16 is a
change back to Republicans in time for
majority. •
_
the nextsession.
'
'
- Berry commented that Gov. Julian
Carroll has been "actively involved" in
Berry said ,he has hope that. the 30
, trying to keep McCuiston and Friend at
Democrats will, deadlock- 14$45
thereby throw the vote for an assistant -their &nate Osb.
But he said the independence of the
president Pro tern onto the Senate floor
Legislature "Us closer today than since
when the session begins Jan. 3.
I've been in that body ... it's finally
Republicans are allowed to join in the
going to happen,t* only question ja- vote on that post.
when."
Hughes said he is optimistic about the
Meantime McCuiston and Friend
majority whip battle, for which he
expressed confidence in their ability to
survive the attempted revolt. The two
would need at least 16 of the 30
Democrats' votes — the question being
Senate Democratic posts appeared the
only major ones involved in any rebel
whether Johnson will be included as a
efforts against the administration.
Democrat.

Jazz-Stage Ensemble
To Give Concert Dec.6

For Landsat Satellites

MSU Picked As NASA Relay Spot:
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By M.C. Garrott

"The light in each band is then
every nine days, according to Franklin,
an associate professor who has been
separated into 64 levels of brightness,"
Murray State University has been
involved with NASA's remote sensing
Franklin went on to explain, "and this
designated as the transfer agent for the
activities since 1969.
information is converted intoelectronic
state of Kentucky for spatial data
The satellites' view of Earth from 500
sianals, which7 in turn, are transmitted.
technology received from the National
to Earth at 15 million 'bits' of into 600 miles to space offers many adAeronautics
and
Space
vantages to scientists, engineers, _ formation per second.
Administration's globe-circling Lanresearchers, planners and others, he
"This flow .of data is received at
dsat satellites 600 miles in space.
NASA's Space Flight Center at Godsaid. By using reflected images of the
- The -designation,- announded--------isv—-tilith--Serikid -tsy the satellite9,1t-1sMit;Ittits computerized sign-a-Frankfort by Russell McClure,
possible to look at vast portions of the
deciphering system and translated into
secretary of . finance and adEarth's surface at one time — more
imagery on magnetic tape and -ministration, represents the initial step
photographic film."
than 13,000 square miles in a single
in the establishment of educational and
These materials, he said, are then
picture.
regional services programs with
transmitted to NASA's research center
These images, Franklin went on, are
sweeping potentials at the university.
at Sioux Falls, S. D., from which they
created on Earth from digital data
McClure's announcement also
obtained from the satellites'
will be made available to the Murray
climaxes a coordinated, nine-month
truiltispecfril -Scantiett,'Which ettiProy - --"- -State—Center . for interpretation a nd—
training and orientation effort by a
processing for use by state and federal
a combination of radiation detectors, a
team of Murray State faculty members
agencies, private enterprise and inmirror and an Earthviewing telescope.
from across the campus, supported by
dividuals working to make the Earth
As the telescope scans the Earth from
administrators and key civic and
more habitable.
the orbiting satellites, visible and nearcommunity leaders in the area.
Presently, the Landsat satellites
infrared light waves from Earth strike
Two of the Landsat satellites now
the mirror, and bounce into banks of,...,.,have the.capability of OW/ling datg_ on
circle the globe, and between ffellithey
detectors which separate the light into
units of the Earth's surface as small as
have the potential to scan the Earth's
four spectral bands — red, green and
1.1 acres. A future Landsat, scheduled
entire surface, with exception of the
two near-infrared bands not visible to
for orbit in 1980, will have the capability
polar and cloud-obscured regions,
the human eye.
of viewing a closeness of .3 of an acre,
Franklin said.
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Landsat images have virtually
unlimited application possibilities as a
land management took, he said,
pointing out that the satellites' imaging
equipment can be programmed so that
different crops appear in different
colors, permitting a single kind of-vegetation or foliage to be identified
and pin-pointed over a 13,000-squaremile area.
For example, he noted, diseased
crops can be programmed to show up in
colors different from healthy crops of
the same variety. Since early detection
of blight allows prompt corrective
measures to prevent the spread of
disease this Landsat capability
presents a tremendous prospect for
fnore effective management of global
MAPS FROM SPACE
Two "Murray State University profes,serrs study
ifood resources.
land cover maps produced by computer process from spatial data
The satellites also have demon-t._
received from a National Aeronautics and Snare Administration I andcat
satellite orbiting the Earth 600 miles in space. They are Prof. W.A. Franklin,' ritrateci vast potentials for detecting
water pollution, monitoring floods so
left, and Dr. Thomas Kind, members of the university's geography depart-.•
their devastation can be lessened,
ment. Vturray Clare was recently designated-AN-the-transfer agent-for the
assisting in the exploration for new oil
state olyentocky for spatial data technology received from the satellite for
d mineral resojres
ncies,
kiLivite
enteree
se j2L's44.tfe aad- leder&
--4/14-40440144U- w.erfrEs elr.fnititt
nve n ory i ng
working to make the Earth moreVallaihle.
sources of fresh water over vOLlarge

areas and providing maps for a
multiple of uses.
"In the past," Franklin said, "it has
taken months and sometimes years to
obtain new, detailed maps of a given
area, but with this capability, maps
from one square mile to 10,000 may be
obtained within a matter of days and at
very little cost."
- - No target date for the beginning of
operation for the Murray Center, which
can be housed within an average
classroom, has been established,
pending acquisition and installation of
necessary viewing and photographic
equipment, , personnel and other
facilities, university officials have
announced. Some preliminary informational projects, however, could
be under way within a year.

Murray High Band Department will
present a holiday concert Tuesday,
Dec. 6, at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus.
The concert will feature selections by
two bands. According to band director
Joe Sills, Murray High Band will
perform "Little Drummer Boy,"
"Christmas Suite," "Greensleeves,"
and the "Orange Bowl March."
James Light and Frank Schwab will
direct. The concert band is made up of
all Murray High Band members except
those in the stage band. Some 150
students are expected to perform.
Murray High Stage Band and Jazz

Band will be directed by Sills and will
present most of the program which
they'll later perform at the 31st Annual
Mid-West Band Clinic in Chicago,
Dec. 16.
Appearing as guests soloists in
Chicago with the group will be Louis
Bellson, world reknowned drummer
with the Johnny Carson Tonight Show
Band and Jamie Abesold, one of the
nation's foremost jazz educators.
The public .is ,invited to attend.
Admission is $1 with proceeds from the
concert helping to defray expenses of
the stage band's trip to Chicago, Sills
said.

Presently, there are only three other
iriilr spatial data dissemination
centers in the tnited—Siatei-Purdue University at lafayette, Ind.,
another at the University of Missouri at
Columbia, and one in South Carolina. -
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partly cloudy

Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers today, tonight and
Sunday. Highs today generally in
the upper 50s. Lows tonight in the
mid 30s to low 40s. Highs Sunday
in the upper 40s and 50s.
Partly cloudy through the period
with a chance of showers aliout
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s.. IA77 PRACTICE—Three rryembers of the Murray ,High Band Department
idli and stage band are #ictured practicing for the Dec. 6 concert at
Murray Witte University's tovett Auditorium. Pictured at the keyboard is
Tina Steele sfandins is Mike (Pots and seated k Tim Harrell The WI and
•kfatirlsafIrMRIFIrrierTh)flhiriglii cs-1,F40:11,-"anio-114-469-Airivapiv:eci • -:".Ban:ci Clinic Dec. V6.
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Down Concord It a,

Let's Stay Well

'Hog Killing Day'Nostalgia Is

J L Blasuigarne. M.D

By

Exposure To Tuberculosis

Brought Back By Kingins Family
skillet, then sampled with hot
By Estelle Spiceland
biscuit.
November 28, 1977
Those were the days before
Years ago when I hated
"hog killing" day, I would dieting and fears of high
never have believed that just blood, heart trouble, and
hearing about the big "hog diabetes kept one from en•
killing day" at Billy Kingins' laying foottr—
On Thanksgiving, just as on
with relatives and neighbors
helping them enjoying the Christmas, diet sheets are
yearly feast at the kitchen usually ignored anyway.
Mary Montgomery shared
table, would revive a feeling of
boiled ham„ chicken and
nostalgia for bygone days.
A gift of the Kingins' dressing, and all the trimsausage, seasoned just right, mings at her own Concord
carried me back down home Thanksgiving with a
memory lane to days of the former neighbor, Mrs. Moela
wood burning cook stove when Underwood Smith, and her
the first new sausage would be sister, Mrs. Maud Underwood
sizzling in the black iron Jones, both of Murray.
Otis Lovins, as many others,
spent Thanksgiving in the
hospital enjoying all his many
cards, flowers, and memories,
then returning to recuperate
at the home of his son, Gene,
-for a few days.
Most everyone who has to
away from home awhile apMichelle Rae Stinnett was preciates the truth of Edgar
complimented with a party in Guest's poem, "Home,"
celebration of her fourth regardless of the good care of
birthday
on
Saturday, hospitals:
"Home ain't a place that
November 26, at her home at
815 North 20th Street, MiEray. gold can'tuy, or get up in a
Her birthday
was on minute.
Afore it's home there's got
November 29.
The party was given by her to be a heap of living' in it."
Thanks to the Peoples Bank,
mother, Patsy Stinnett of
Murray, and her father, about forty relatives enjoyed a
Second Lieutenant Rickey McClure. reunion at the
Stinnett of Fort Benning, Ga. Community Room on the
Refreshments of cake4 ice Sunday after Thanksgiving.
Perhaps those who drove
cream, and punch . Were
served. Favors were given to the farthest to attend were Mr.
the children present who were and Mrs. Orvis Wilson of
Jason Reed, Jolwi -end AITIY Michigan. and also Fred
Parker, Traci Parker, Donnie MCClure's granddaughter's
family, .the
Franklins,
Reavis, and Michelle.
Also attending were her teachers at Clay, Ky. All
grandmother, Mrs. John C. enjoyed the fellowship though
Williams, her great aunt, Mrs. each year more vacant chairs
Oury King, and her mother, bring sadness.
But,"God is no respector of
Mrs. Stinnett.

Michelle Stinnett

Honored At Party

a

On 4th Birthday

persons," Acts 10:34 so into
every life, some rain must
fall.
Popular Elvis Presley will
never sing again, "It's going
to be a Blue, Blue Christmas."
— BIng—Cribsby't yoke is
stilled, but he leaves to the
world his song which will
surely ring through the ages,
"I'm Dreaming Of A White
Christmas."
So "grave where is thy
victory," if people life on in
memory.
For many, Merry Christmas
now only means the memories
of Christmases past before
family circles were broken,
but may it still be a time of
Peace on Earth, Good Will to
Man."

Bride-elect Is
Honored With
Shower Here
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Marilyn
McKenzie, December brideelect of Doug McCann, was the
miscellaneous shower held at
the University Church of
Christ .Annex on Monday,
November 21, at seven p.m.
hostesses
were
The
Mesdames Ernestine Hargis,
Mildred Brandon, Maureen
Ragsdale, Kathryn Cleaver,
Virginia _Gantt, and.
Starks who presented the
honoree with a corsage ref
white daisies.
Refreshments of punch and
various candies and cookies
were served from a table
overlaid with a white linen and
lace cloth and centered with
an arrangement of white
chrysanthemums and baby's
breath.
Thirty-two persons attended
or sent gifts.

COOKING FUN
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By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

FAMILY DINNER
Chicken Vegetable Stew
Tossed Salad
Hot Biscuits
Fresh Pear Sauce
FRESH PEAR SAUCE
At our house this is as popular as good old applesauce.
4 to 6 soft-ripe Bartlett
pears
Sugar to taste
Grated lemon rind to
taste
Peel, halve and tore the
pears. Cook in a steamer that
has an insert pan with a solid
bottom so the fruit makes its
own juice. Mash; while still
warm, stir in the sugar and
lemon rind. Serve warm or
cold. Makes 4 to 6 servings.

"Give A tasting Gift"

Childrens Books
Bibles & Reference
-Inspirational
v••Sports
....Cookbooks
v•Science Fiction
Novels
Kentucky Books
Boxed Gift Book Sets
Free Christmas Catalogue
Court Square %Jima%

0: Ms. N. N., in her mid30s, writes that she may
have been exposed to tuberculosis when visiting in
a home with an elderly
person who had a cough
which occasionally
brought up some bloody
'mucus. This iviis caught in'
a disposable tissue and
discarded in a wastebasket.
She wants to know how to
By Abigail Van Buren
determine whether or not
burla N V News SyrICI br
'977 by The Gtirc&go 1,
she has caught the diseasO. •••
Also, she wants to know if a
vaccine is available
DEAR ABBY: I am 41 and Mel is 44. We've been
against tuberculosis.
married for 20 years and have three nice children—one is
A: Although tuberculosis
still at home. We have no money problem and no sex
continues to be a fairly
problems, but all of a sudden Mel says he wants to be
common disease among
"free." No divorce, mind you, he just wants to be free to
elderly persons, such as
come and go as he pleases, so he rented an.apartment and
the one to whom you were
bought new furniture. I even helped him move.
exposed, a ,cough and
He was gone for a week, then he came home. He said he
bloody mucus is associated
missed our dog.
with other lung conditions,
I prayed night and day that he'd stay home, but three
such as dilated bronchial
days later he went back to the apartment for the weekend.
tubes ( bronchiectasis
I told him I loved him and begged him to give up the
Therefore, you should try
apartment. He said he liked me as a person, but he didn't
to determine the exact nathink it was "love." Also, he didn't want to hurt me, but he
ture of the illness to which
had to be "free."
you were exposed rather
I don't think there's another woman. (There's hardly
than to assume that it was
enough for me.) I'm so confused, it's tearing me apart.
tuberculosis. If the illness
What should I do?
has not been diagnosed, a
PART-TIME WIFE
study of several specimens
of the -sputum should be
DEAR PART-TIME: Marriage is a full-time commitmade,as well as a chest Xment with no time off for good or bad) behavior. If your
ray.
husband wants to be "free," give him his freedom
No vaccine is effective in
(legally) and you take yours. If the dog dies, he'll have
the prevention of tubercunothing to come home for.
losis.
If the person to whom
DEAR ABBY: I met this great-looking man when I was
you were exposed has pulhunting for a house to buy. (He's a real estate agent.) I Jp.onary tuberculosis or
if
liked everything about him, He's not married -and neither
you are not able to obtain
am I. I finally bought a house through him.
accurate information as to
My question: How do I let him know I would like to go
the diagnosis, you should
out with him?
have a skin test for tuberThe escrow just closed and there is no reason for him to
•
come around anymore.
INIZE MARIC.E1_
—
DEAR IN: You may be "in the Meirket,” hut I think
you're out of luck—unless the real estate agent has•real
interest in you.

He Wants Freedom?
Make It Legal
-
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Mission Meeting

Hurry!Hurry!Only 23Shopping Days Left!

Downtown ShoppIng Center

NUS
COUPONS

DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend's husband got on the wrong
side of the law and might have to spend some time in
prison.
My friend 'will be living all alone in a trailer, and she it
very much pregnant. I want to go and stay with her at
The Eva Wall Mission
least until her baby is born I know she needs me.
Group of Memorial Baptist
She's my dearest friend. She and her husband took me in
when I really needed it. They proved to be true friends, Church met at the home of
and I will never forget it.
Lalla Boyd on Tuesday afMy problem is my boyfriend. He says.; "Forget .,.ternoon, November 22.
them—they aren't: worth &AI-wring about."
Verna Mae Stubblefield
He's never met her husband, and he met my girlfriend
presided at the meeting. The
only once.
What should I do? I love my boyfriend but I feel I owe group made plans for sending
my girlfriend something.
cakes for Christmas to the
NEEDS ADVICE shut-ins of the church. A
monetary contribution was
DEAR NEEDS: Tell your boyfriend that you are quite made for the Baptist Children
capable of determining what your friends are
"Homes
in Kentucky, and the
and they are worth a lot to you. Then go help your
women were reminded of the
girlfriend in her time of need.
Week of Prayer in December.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LEARNED THE HARD WAY"
The Call to Prayer for the
IN WATONGA, OKLA.: There's hardly a man alive who
missionaries
was given by
couldn't retire comfortably in his old age if he could sell his
Mae Foster.
experience for what it cost him.
Margaret Taylor, program
chairman, presented Betty
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
Sledd, missionary on furlough
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
from Nigeria, Africa, who
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
showed slides of her and Max
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124
Sledd's mission work in
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Nigeria.
Calif. 90212.
attending
the
Those
meeting, not - already mentioned, were: Nettie McKeel,
Laura Jennings, Willie
Garland, Lorena Foster, Opal
Reeves, Lois Sanderson, pat
-The Tau Phi- Lambda Building. Jean Richerson and Futtrell, and
Thyra Crawford.
Sorority, Omicron Alpha Diana Lyons will make name
Refreshments were served
Chapter, WoodMen—OL tbe tags, Martha
by the hostess.
World, met recently in the Diana Lyons will invite Santa,
home of Phyllis Whitney with and Ernestine Garland and
Bettye Baker as co-hostess Marilyn Herndon will help
and
Martha
Andrus, _ with decarations. The food will
president, presiding.
be furnished.
Donna Garland reported on
The Ideal Sorority Sister
Halloween party held for the
was voted on by the memRangers and Rangerettes with
approximately 50 members bership and will be announced
were present. The Rangers at the next meeting to be held
and Rangerettes also held a Dec. 20 at 6:30 p.m in the _
pizza party in November at home of Sara Alexander with
"The
Pagaliai's for members only. Ann Spann as co-hostess.
The following sorority sisters Each member is to bring a
attended: Ann Spann, Diana dish and a gift for her secret
Lyons, Donna Garland, sister. Members will receive
Cynthia Hart, Martha Andrus, new secret sisters at this
Sara Alexander, Ernestine meeting.
Members discussed plans to
Garland, Jean Richerson, arid
Jeanie Lamb.
go bowling as a group on each
A report was given on the 3rd Wednesday night. Carol
service projects. The items McDougal will serve as
collected were taken to Ed- coordinator for these events.
Marilyn Herndon was
dyville Prison by Jean
Richerson
and
Donna present as a guest. RefreshGarland.
ments were served with Carol
Jean Richerson made a
McDougal Ivinning
the
report on the progress of the doorprize. •
Members present were
scrapbook and set up a date
for the next work night. Carol Martha Andrus,-Diana Lyons,
Garland,
McDougal and Laura Jackson Donna
Sara
volunteered to assist the Alexander, Jean Richerson,
Phyllis Whitney, Loretta Jobs,
committee.
Plans were made for Carol McDougal, Laura
Family Night to be held Jackson, Ann Spanp, rDecember 15, at 6:30 p.m. at nestine Garland and Cynthia
the Woodmen of the World Hart.

At_Whitney Home: Projects Planned

depends upon the it-Umber
of germs to which you were
exposed (such as coughing
into your face with the
victim's mouth uncovered)
and the length of time of
exposure, your chances of
catching the disease are
- greater if you nrewpoortycontrolled diabetic, undernourished, or if you are
elderly. In other words,
taking cart of your general
health through adequate
rest and good nutrition is
one way to lessen the
chances of any tuberculosis infection even if you
were exposed.
If you have not done so,
you should see a physician
and tell him of the exposure you have had. He may
be able to help you learn
the nature of the illness to
which you were exposed by
contacting the sick person's physician. Your
physician can give you appropriate advice and tell
you whether you need to be
examined.

PHOTO
SPECIALS

Scene' Eva Wall

opt1gewerialileitreeszsilipallleftlilettliliVrePitilewiptliptiregeN3

.qiaham,

ago. A chest X-ray will be
needed to determine your
present condition.
If:evidence of pulmonary
tuberculosis were to show
up, it would have been
detected early and could
be treated with chemotherapy. The chemotherapy
might be necessary for a
number of months with
subsequent checkups
made to assure that the
disease is being controlled
or cured.
I have saved the most
important fact to the last
— your general health. It-is
very significant in determining your natural resistance to tuberculosis, as is
your state of nutrition.
While catching the disease

Lana Boyci Home-

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Holds Meet

tookita
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culosis. If it is negative,
the tegt should be repeated
in a few weeks. If the
follow-up test is positive, it
does not mean that you
have a fresh case of tuberculosis. You may have had
a mild, healed case years-,
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heat eeitte
Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4, 3977
What kind of day will
efforts. Stretch the imagination
without overplaying it. Con.
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
centrate on new methods, ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
-ANTES-.•
'
'sylv
- (Nei: 23-4e-Dee.-911 -W-4*
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
Auspicious for just atiout
Your perceptiveness not quite
anything that strengthens the
as keen as usual. Care! Be sure
link between men of good will
to take all factors into account
and counteracts indiscretion,
when -sizing up unexpected
hotheadedness and intolerance.
CAPRICORN
situations.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tidaig'
You can coast on your laurels
A bit of news received
if you do noLactually waste time
unexpectedly could .have a
or dissipate talents. The restful
happy impact on your job
day is also useful, indulged with
status; may concern a new
proper purpose.
;
responsibility
AQUARIUS
and
compensatory gain.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
A fine Uranus aspect en(May 22 to.June.21)
courages your particular knowNot a day for forcing issues or
how, sensitivity to situations
deliberately bringing up conand reasoning powers. These
_ Iroversial subjects. Hold your
are winners always
but
peace for the time being.
especially now.
CANCER
PISCES
77(1iie 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar.201 You will have access to some
Some situations complicated.
Be sure you have all the facts
unusual gains now if you move
with forethought and know-how.
before making decisions.
Begin helpful discussions, and
Whether day is for recreation or
you have strenuous tasks,
stick with any trying matters
remaia serene.
that may still need care.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are truly
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
a -free spirit" — rebelling at
Continue toward your goals
convention and orthodoxy but,
even if you have not yet attained
nevertheless, curbing your
positive results. An influential
instincts and sticking to any job
friend may lend a helping hand.
you have, started until it is
VIRGO
finished — thoroughly and well.
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
All this -because your passion
- 111;%
1
for perfection is as strong as
Capitalize on your clear-cut,
smart perceptions. Direct your
your love of freedom and hatred
for the tedious. Yoti are an
versatility • inta productive
channels. An all-around good
extremely versatile individual
day!
and, according to your inLIBRA
clinations and education, of
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -An
course, could succeed in almost
Pastelfarts.should be bearing - any career of your choosing.
fruit now. Study trends and
Sagittariang - make
able
changesttaltiffay-seeltriM Ott - business executtyes,- iawytirs,
may hold new advantages.
physicians, writers, journalists,
SCORPIO
-- musician.-dramatists, critics`
and entertainers. Birthdate of:
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A better-than-average day —
Maria Callas, operatic prima
.one-which encourages-your-best

via

fgz

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies day.

EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For...home owner, apartment ificeller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
'
Includes...Individual bays (any size),,24 hour private
entrance,security,lights,insurance.

753-4758
_

Cad

Cfelt.

NOUS

g„..1
641 North, Center Drive
Neer mines Postale. House, Uhler Cdet Howard Used Cm.

U-LOCK IT

U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY

** COcolt M MUNITY
tS CALENDAR

Your Individual
Horoscope

Satnrday, Dec. 3
Monday,December 5
Twin Lakers Good Saul Club
Executive Board of
will have its annual family Murray Woman's Club will
Christmas dinner at the meet at the club house at
Community Room- of North- 11:30 a.m.
Branch,
Branch of Peoples Bank,
Calloway County Retired
and Chestnut
North
Streets, at 6:30 p.m. with Teachers will meet at Colonial
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer House Smorgasbord at six
in charge of arrangements. p.m. Call Jo Nell Rayburn for
reservations.
_
Community Story Theatre.
Christmas Parade will start at
two p.m. heralding the holiday will• be at Murray Middle
School at seven p.m.
season.

Frau* Drake

month $16®

S'xI6'

month $23®

8'x 10'

month $2500
month $40®

Held At Spann Home

FOR MND_A___Y. DEtEMBER 2,1117
PISCES
( Feb. 2010 Mar. 28)
_ .
Look over air situations
mums by the hostesses who
The bridesmaids luncheon
penetratingly. Then, coupling
also presented • her three'
your native intelligence and honoring the former Cathy
pieces of her silver pattern
'remarkable intuition, ACT — if Geurin who was married
you feel the time is ripe.
ARIES
to David Rogers on November
and a needlework creation as
; Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
26, was
held
Friday, 'wedding gifts.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Stellar influences now
Miss Geurin presented her
November 25, at the home of
brilliant
often
vigorous,
suggest prudence, deliberating
maid
of
honor
bears taking any -astion.
wocItivi.aalasi,rtALAPW. Mrs- Joe Hal SPalln-.AssAinil.
-bridesmaids with gifts of gold
gpiiiin In The hersteises'
with creative ability, and gifted
D
To
AnutRtu
oas
s up a coin or decide in
oval pendants with diamond
along many other lines. You duties was her daughter, Miss
arial;aphazard
Be i:
aiyas others
kng.
face reality sturdily and. Nancy Spann.
chips
painstaking.
and
the' junior
philosophically. You have all
bridesmaids with gold initial
Centering
the
head
table
the qualities needed for topLApr. 21 to Ms)
, 21) t-Sktie
pendants.
Countyi
Murray-CalloMay
flight success and happiness was a floral arrangement of
Some_patterns changing, but
Intercollegiate rodeo will be
- Covers were laid for the
yellow,bronze,
and
gold
doright
and,
once
on
the
wiltpath;
Recreation
- you canprevent the worthwhile
at the West Kentucky Parks and
honoree,
her mother, Mrs.
regarding
mumsand
obstacles,
mind
not
pompoms.
organizational from being diluted with froth.
Card
an
Exposition Center at eight have
Virgil M. Harris, Miss Julie
them as interesting challenges. tables were decorated with
basketball Inattentiveness prevalent. AND
adult
meeting
for
,
p.m.
Your best field is business - arrangements of yellow
some high-spirited notions to
Billington, Miss Claudia
at the city hall at seven p.m. direct
especially in its most active- mums. A delicious
carefully.
Billington, Miss Debbie
luncheon
of
areas — but you could els(
GEMINI
Community Story Theatre
Rogers,
Miss
Cheryl
oriental
turkey
salad
on
&
Murray Lodge No. 105 F.
become a fine lawyer, writer
May 22 to June 21)
will be at North Calloway
Billington, Miss Kellye
honeydew
melon,
benedictine
journalist
lodge
physician,
the
at
A.M.
meet
will
Favorable
Mercury inElementary School at seven
Geurin, Mrs. Ted Billingten,
statesman or diplomat. Yot sandwiches, frozen
fruit
fluences stimulate enterprise,
hall at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
Mrs. Bob Billington, Mrs. Gay
could also shine in the en- salad, sprouted wheat bread
perception. You can •,ain
tertainment field or in the work and baklova was served by the
through
Billington,
Mrs. V. R. Harris,
writings,
.
ct..
-nat
meet
Recovery Inc., will
of sports. Birthdate of: Martir hostesses.
munications of every type. Just
Mrs. Muncie Geurin, Miss
Saturday, December 3
the Health Center, North 7th one admonition: Avoid imU.S.A.;
Van Buren, Ilth Pres.,
Carol Spann, and
Humane Society will have a
the
The honore was presented
and Olive, at seven p.m.
Walt Disney, film writer..
pulsiveness..
bake sale in front of Littlefon's
hoXteises:
Wig:
a
corsage
of
bronze
producer.
CANCER
during the Christmas parade.
First
Baptist Chart+ (June_22lb July 23) 00
Wornen Will meet at 9:30 a. m.
This is riot a time to venture
Quarter Century Club
forth in search of "greener
at the church.
meeting of the Murray
pastit*S.-Stick to the tried and
Division of the Tappan
proven or some things could get
Lottie Moon Group, First
out of hand. Watch the budget.
Company will be held at
Baptist Church Women, will LEO
Beshear gym, North 16th
Caldwell
meet with Mrs. Codie
; July 24 to Aug. 23) a
Street.
at seven p. m.
Jofluences now warn against
Aconventionality, the unorWidow of the Seventh and
Coldwater United Methodist thodox. Stress your conPoplar Church of Christ will
Church Women will meet at servative side — especially if
dealing with superiors or
be honored at the annual
seven p. m.
strangers.
holiday event at the church at
VIRGO
ten a.m.
Quad-State Junior Higt ; Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /IP
Routine matters favored
Festival,
School
Band
Saturday,December 3
_more_ than the ..1musual. New,
Shahlin
and
directed
by
Paul
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
David Wells, will be at Lovett developments in the making:
F. & A.M. will meet at the
Study people. trends. What you
4, Auditorium at seven p.
lodge hall at seven p.m.
uncover will prove valuable in
Free and_open to the pahlic- the future.
.
LIBRA
;
Square and round dancing will
1--11
Stanley Plumly, author of ; Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 7.11
S
be at ,Woodmericif„.,the Wd .. three, books of
•
will. Planetary influences,enpis
Lv
read his works at sevenjr•m.' courage :both ling-pending
projects
. _and new
nd- ventures.
in Farrell- Recital Hall; Fine Your intuition a
TicketS Available At..
for
School
"1171.°r
Murray }Ugh
Arts Center, MSU.- Free and should be keen now.
Class' will present the play,
open to the public.
tr On MSLI CAMPUS SUNSET BOULEVARD - Murray CHUCKS MUSIC
,'eche Nervous Wreck," at. the
•SCORPt0
pLets
urray FRIZZELLS INS. - Benton PUCKETT'S JEWELRY - Benton
School
Murray
Middle
Shopping for Hazel senior 'Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
willFine influences! You can
auditorium at eight p.m.
Citizens
be held. Call 753- enliven dull moments but keep
Sunday,December 4
0929 by 9:15 a. m. for tran- within sane boundaries. Seek
GENERAL ADMISSIONr
information; convert to better
Murray Woman's Club will
sportation.
systems.
hold its general Christmas
. ,, 2.,Aimhs
th
-..l'itirrtly.- Milt-7-6r mama--so.Grn
/711191tal, orogrorif-at .:thr
p.m: at the club house with
Hairdresgers-- will have tts "
lu
Favorable influences' will
Margaret Porter as,director of
Christmas dinner at DeVanit's 'stimulate those of you who
thechorus. No chargeand-the
at 6:30 p. m.
maintain even balance- and
public is invited:
tranquility. Start and stay-with
Tuesday, December 6
the will and dispoattion to enjoy
Christmas Open House will
all things.
Group II of First Christian
be held, at the Murray Art Church CWF will meet with
ill
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)'
41
Guild, North Sixth Street,
Mrs. T. N. McDougal at two p.
Judiciously applied skills will
from one to five p.m. No
m.
be a boon to yourself and
charge and the public is inothers; unwisely used talents or
vited to attend.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
backing could undo much good
done. Face facts scitiarely.
First Presbyterian Church
Sunday, December 4
AQUARIUS,
;;•
University Church of Christ will meet with Flo HenJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
drickson
at
1:30
p.
m.
will have a potluck supper at
Fine Uranus influences! You
the church annex at 4:15 p.m.
should have a happy go of things
Ruth Warren Group of
generally. Especially favored:
Christmas concert by Sinking Spring Baptist Church
writers, workers in all inMlirray State University will meet with Carol Turilet at
tellectual- and creative tines.
Choir, directed by Prof. seven p. m.
Robert K. Bear, will be at 2:30
p. m. at Lovett Auditorium.
Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni
will meet with Nancy Ryan,
Monday,December 5
2010 Brookhaven, at seven p
Calloway County Band m.
Boosters will meet at seven p.
Five homes will be included
m. at high school band room.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will in the annual Holiday Homes
Tour at Paris, Tn., on Sunday,
Elm Grove Baptist Church
meet with Mrs. Brent Outland
December 4, from one to five
Women will meet at 1:30p. m. at 10:30 a. m. for a potluck
p.m. This event isr.sponsored
at the church.
luncheon.
by the Athena Delphian Club
with proceeds to benefit the
First Baptist
Church
Women will meet at 9:-30 a. m. Carey Mental Health Center,
What kind of day will
tomorrow (n? To fiixt out wbat
the stars say, read the forecast
go. th for your birth Sign.

)(G

T/4

m04-

IN CONCERT

Murray State Field House

"ENGLAND DAN &
JOHN FORD COLEY"
Suncfdy, Dec.-4th
7:30 p. m.

$6.50 Advance — $7.50 At Dodr

Get your
electric bill

out of

Tour Will Be

5'x10'

Bridesmaids Luncheon

Conducted Sunday

hot water.

at the _churchGroup III, First Baptist
Church Women, will meet
with Mrs,arrsiei WRiehart at
two p. m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m.
at the church.
-Oake----Eountry Clair /mord
meeting will be at seven p. m.
at the club room.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will have a
• potluck luncheon at Gleason
Hall at noon.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at the club house
at 7:30 p. m. with Richard
Valentine and cast to present
a "Christmas Pie."
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a.
Christmas party for Kappa
children at 6:30 p. m.
4

Homes to be toured include
Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant
Williams, Ill Greenacres
Drio; Mrs.,.Sybil Covington,
India Road; Mr. and Mrs.
Walter T. Murray, 402
Dunlap; Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Carothers, 605 Morton. Street;
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Griffey,
Jackson Lane.
the _riffey_ /rime a
country store will be featured
with homemade articles
crafts, and baked goods o
sale. Tea and cake will he
served at the Carothers home.
Tickets are $2.50 each and
will include a chance on a
country ham. Guests may
start the tour at any of the
homes during the afternoon
hours.

It has been estimated that
about 2.5 billion copies of
the Bible have been sold in
the world since 1816.

IPS

SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
. Sundry Needs

---7171refertOrtiooliN61. M.— .,l(L

N=414=St

You pay about 25 percent of your total electric bill for hot
water, so waste can be expensive.
' Here are ways to keep hot water use and costs - to a
minimum. Most important, get all your leaky faucets fixed. If
you have a dishwasher, set your water heater's thermostat no
higher than 150 degrees. If you don't bave.this appliance, you
may want to set the thermostat at 120-130 degrees.(Be sure to
disconnect the power source first.) ARO wash full loads of
Clothes 'and dishes instead of half loads.
Your hoi water is valuable. Don't waste it.

I,. West Ky. Rural Eledric
coopr.otive Corporation
-Rwray-Ma)lieiti
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. Echoes From The Past H J iiI
s-I4 Column of historical and genealogical

Looking Back

%twin

a.
t °pie, News Service
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anecdotes. stories and .farridy notes.)

10 Years Ago
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Open house was held by the Murray
Art Guild with about two hundred
persons calling during the afternoon
hours, according to Edna Milliken,
president of-the Guild.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Zorah
Hendon.
Bob Considine, widely known
newpaper columnist and radio commentator, will appear at Murray State
- _University on December 5.
Births reported include a boy.Jeffrey
Max, to Mr. and Mrs. Max Dowdy on
November 26.
"Stan Key of the Calloway County
High School Lakers was named in the
'Top 506 High School Players in the
Nation' by the Basketball Annual,
sponsored by Complete Sports
Publication, Inc.," from the column,
"Time Out" by Gale Garrison.

4
4L
Many times I will get letters
.
or calls three books of marriage records from
from readers who have become in- Stewart County, starting about 1838, as
I
II
terested in some subject Which ap- well as census and tax-list records from
...•
)
'4
pearedhoiw.n myeyco
c17
4 .tind
anm
doth
reeya• wattntt to almost all of the counties of the Jackson
••""Iiiikiropi
, -••
lbr:7
know
the Purchase_ He is also now editing - &sublect2 So, for the benefit of these newsletter for the Jackson Purchase
people who have inquired. I am going to Geneaological Society entitled Pot
try to list as many sources as I can Pourri, which has much pertinent local
.think of, where readers can go to find information.
out more about various topics.
Lyon County has been the source of
Recently I have been delving intothe 'Much historical activity, but the only
Civil War in this area. For those who effort which has been made to get these
would like to read more,Bruce Catton's things into print was made by the senior
book, Grant Moves South deals class of Lyon County High School. In
specifically with the Civil War in this 1964, they produced a nice little volume
region, starting at Paducah and moving called A History of Lyon County. The
on down into Tennessee. Hall Allen, last history of Calloway County was
now-deceased columnist for the done about 1931, and copies of it are still
Paducah Sun-Democrat also produced around.
an interesting little book entitled Center
Oil drilling operations have begun
People who are interested In
gaii •
OCT
AVG
of Conflict, which also dealt solely with ' Livingston County would enjoy reading
after a lapse of almost four weeks on
the war as it related to the Jackson a book entitled Echoes of Yesteryear,
the west side of the county. A drill
Purehase.-It-is also possible to pur- by Lester McDonald. This book is a
became stuck in the bottom of the 5,268
chase various books, of different collection of stories and anecdotes
foot hole which brought drilling to a halt
By WALTER B.WEARS
lengths, at Fort Donelson Museum
on the Pearl Cherry farm.
dealing with this end of the state, but
AP Special Correspondent
which deal with the local conflicts. One particularly Livingston County.
Dwain Hendon of Almo has a leading
which I found very helpful was written Boynton Merrill's book, Jefferson's
role in the play, "Holiday," to be
by Edwin Bearss, who is the state
presented at Murray State College on
Nephews, also deals with Livingston
historian of Tennessee, called
December 5,6, and 7, according to Prof.
County, since it recounts the story of
Unconditional Surrender and which
Thomas Gregory, director.
Lucy Jefferson Lewis, although from
deals with the battle of Fort Donelson.
PFC. Lubie Tress has returned home
an entirely different point of view than
after
a lour of duty with the Army in
took
last
one
I
spring
when
I
delved
the
For those of you who are interested in
Germany. the Land Between the Lakes, the - into this incident. But the book is aigoldJimmy Thompson will represent the
foremost book at this time, I would say, mine of small details about the way
Murray
people
lived
around
1810
in
this
part
of
Training School Chapter of the
is Dr. Milton Henry's book, Land
Future Farmers of America in the
Between the Rivers. Dr. Henry is a the country:
Congress proposals that carry out the
district public speaking contest in the
There are many short articles which
rest awaiting action.
WASHINGTON ( AP) - It's a big
professor at Austin Peay University,
major promises that I made,
The Republicans say they're going to
spring. He was recently named as
-have
dealt-withthings
around
here,
President
season for shopping lists, and
who has a personal interest in the area,
rei5rganization, enerItY, welfare reform
revise their Carter report card
whiier of the chapter contest.
Carter's is a long one. Not too long, he
having spent some time there as a boy, many done by Hall Allen when he had
and
so forth." "So forth" apparently
periodically, with the next edition due
Murray State College Racers beat
his
column
in
the
Paducah
Sunfulfill.
says,and not impossible to
and having relatives from there. He is a
includes major income tax reform, on
during
the
winter.
Kentucky
Democrat
as
well
as
Bik
Powell's
Wesleyan in Murray's
But
as
he
nears
the
end
of
his
first
direct descendant of Gustavus Henry,
which Carter has not yet acted.
opening basketball game of the season.
Carter made their exercise easier by
Year In office, Carter has hundreds of
for whom Fort Henry was named. His column in the Louisville Courier. And
Reorganization of the government
publishing his own compendium of Quitman Sullins hit for twenty points
promises out there waiting to be kept or
book is-interesting, informative,- and about 1956, Ed Huddleston did a series
rias
begun, slowly, as Carter always • promises.-It's hard trrconnt precisely, forMrray.
betthe
land
with
dealing
articles
of
aside.
quietly put
has many Pictures which would delight
said it would. Welfare reform awaits
because- of some overlapping and
The matter came up at jlis Pews
former. residents of the region. Front ween the,rivers_ which were printed in
action next-year. Energy is snarled in-- 'duplication, but the White House book
and
Hamer
Nashville
later
ware
(he'
Carter
day.,
apd
other
the
conference
Smith, one of the executive; with TVA
congressional dispute, the outcome
lists 665 pledges made during the
made into booklet form for interested
said he's doing just fine in keeping his
als4 produced a book entitled Land
doubt.
feature
a
also
did
Huddleston
Carter campaign.
readers.
voters.
vows
to
the
Between the Lakes which can be
Carl Kingins, Senator and Mrs.
Whatever the final product, it will
To match them all, Carter would George Overbey, Mr. and
"I am trying to fulfill all my
purchased. It is a much more con- length article about Fort Heiman, with
Mrs. Nix
bear little resemblance to the adhave to keep a promise every 22 days, Harris, and
promises," he said. "I think I was quite
desned history_ of the area, with a pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burt
ministration
energy
bill
which
Carter
Most
of
these
sources
which
I
holiday_s,
in
havepromises,
including
weekends
and
reticent in making those
natural emphasis On the period of time
will be among those frbixi Calloway
once vowed to get Passed if he had to
dealt with here can be found in the
four-year- County who will
order to finishlhe
certainly compared to some of my
after TVA took over and began
on
attend the
fight for every vote.
term.
opponents."
the recreation area. There aregiso two Special Collections section of the
inauguration of Earle C. Clements as
Carter said the year's record will
Murray State library, or else in the
That's assuming he doesn't make any governor and
That's a little ironic, since at cambooks which deal only with Trigg
Lawrence W. Wetherby
show progress.
more. But it does not discount the ones as lieutenant
paign time Carter's rivals used to
County, both the part between the public library downtown. Special
governor at Frankfort
....
I
think
so
far
our
relationsh4
he already'has decided won't be kept, next week.
-chorus complaints that he was vague,
rivers and on the other side of the Collections also has a vertical file on
- • ---with the Congress has been good," he
like the deregulation of natural gas
imprecise and impossible to nail down
Cumberland river; these were com- individuals, families, Kentucky
Phil Cutchiri, son of Mr.--and Mrs.
said.
the
effort
to
carry
out
my
prices for a five-year period and the Carlisle Cutchin,
piled by Mrs. Eurie Pearl Neel, of counties, and many subjects, which it is -on the issues.
is now the freshman
promises has been adequate. I don't
maintenance of U.S. control, of the coach at Ohio
And it is even more ironic that
Paducah and now deceased. The first very worthwhile looking into. I am sure
Wesleyan University,
think
I
made
too
many
promises
to
the
there
are
other
books
which
I
have
Panama canal.
Carter, accused of fuzziness then, is
book, entitled Trigg County Handbook
Delware,Ohio.
Back on Feb. 23, after the promises
being questioned now as to whether he -American people."
is a collection of census records, neglected to mention, but this should
Miss Norma Jean Hicks, daughter of
say
how
many
promises
It's
hard
to
give
all
you
local
historians
a
good
start
was
when
he
book
was
made
public,
Carter
said
he
made too many promises
marriage records, and some cemetery
Mr.
and Mrs. Hall Hicks, and Carlos
many;
there
is
no
formula.
would be tOo
was determined to keep all of them.
seeking the White House.
records. Her other book is really two at getting acquainted with your "neighSteele, son of Mr. and Mrs. Finis Steele,
Presumably,
the
voters
would
take
borhood."
'Obviously
if
circumstances
should
"
We put forward already to the
books in one. The first, from which she
were married November 29.
care of a candidate who made too few
change I would have to reserve the
got her title is The Will
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Jones were
by electing somebody else.
right to go back to the American people honored at
Family Treks in America, which is
their home on their 50th
Carter
not
only
made
a
lot
of
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
and say now that circumstances have wedding
really a collection of genealogical data
anniversary
on November 30.
promises, he kept track of them. This is
changed, this is a better approach to a
which she collected about her own
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
parent
can
a
risky
business,
as
any
particular problem," he said at the and Mrs. James
family. However,she also branches out
Johansen on
testify these days. It's all too easy to be
time.
into some of the older families of Trigg
December 3.
agreeable
in
July,
when
your
8
-year-old
Inevitably and properly, Carter has
County, such as the Randolphs, Bacons,
has her eye on the most expensive doll
made changes that scrapped some
Arrnstrongs and others. The last half of
in the catalog. It seems a long time until
campaign promises. The wisdom born
the book is a reprint of Perrin's History
Christmas,'but don't count on a -short-- of--experience demands that-ef-asiy-of Christiartiirtigg Counties, an old
Wof.E. B.licon,new-instructor in
memory.
president. One who tried to govern the Department of Agriculture, Murray
biographical account of the county by
Presidential shopping lists don't
straight from the campaign speechbook State College, said a college farm
There is a lot of talk these days about case, that it makes our children better
precincts, which was written about 1884
is the
come due at Christmastime- but they
would be in for trouble. The answers of greatest need of the MSC
and has gone out of print since. But it is
going "back to the basics" in our grade able to cope with the world they will
Agriculture
next
campaign,
unless
the
do at the
1976 do not necessarily-fit the problems Department at the present
encounter after leaving school. "
interesting and a real source of county
schools and high schools.
time.
apposition is asleep. The Republicans
of 1977.
I don't profess to be an expert in the
history.
What we mean by that kind of
Deaths reported include Buel Perry
They
have
not.
compiled
a
list
of
are
Still, the right Carter reserved, to go Bray, age 17, and Mrs.
statement, and what prompts it, is new math, or in school curricula, but I
Mary Jane
Iris Hopkins McClain has attempted
Carter promises.
back to the people and explain dif- Rushing, age 82.
have read some reports lately that
apparent.
readily
to do the same for Stewart County,
They
put
the
total
at
612,
and
by
their
ferences between what he said then and
More and more parents have been suggest that some of these changes
The Murray State Orcbeitra,
TennesSee, from where many local
figures, he has kept 17.5 percent of his
what he is doing now, remains in directed by Price Doyle, will
might not be serving our children as
getting
upset
recently
upon
realizing
present
residents have come. Her book, History
broken
13
percent,
with
the
pledges,
reserve,so far unused.
that "Johnny can't read" or "Jane well as was expected. We should exthe -Drama of the Jackson Purchase"
Of Stewart County, goes into actual
can't spell." And more and more plore this possibility promptly and
in a radiaprogram to be broadcast over
history more than does Mrs. Neel's, but
employers
are taken aback because thoroughly.
WSM Nashville,Tti:, on December 10.
also includes the Census of 1850,
1i!,
John Liana(
Another reason given for the lower
high school graduates can't fill out job
Marriages Announced thjs week
although she does not include cemetery
application accurately and can't ex- quality of our children's - basic
include Katherine Brinn to Tull*
or marriage records. It has been a very
press themselves very well, either in education has, I think, a more obviouS
Turnbow on November 28, and
popular book; 1_. have gotten many
validity.
writing
or in speaking.
Margaret Overbey to Harold
requests for copies from persons who
That is, quite simply, that we are
It used to be that we could be assured
Lumsden on November 25.
were under the assumption that I was
that anyone who had a high school asking our schools to do too much that
Births reported include a girl,
her "agent" and these orders I have
diploma could do all those things. That is beyond their basic purpose.
Annette, to Mr. and
Wyd,on_
happily turned.over to her. The book is
Many -teachers have complained
is not the case anymore:
November 28
:
.
—
again in print and may be gotten from:
When we speak of returning to the loudly that nonprofessionals. in
Pat McCuiston and Theron Riley,
Garrett-McClain, 10 Terrace Drive,
basics
in education, we usually mean government, including our state
both of Kirksey, are members of the
Columbia, Tennessee. Mrs. McClain
themNEW YORK API - There is a Sometimes there are spots on the Varsity Basketball
reading, -writing and arithmetic.. We legislators, should not involve
squad of Murray
has also done histories of many of the
consensus among economic forecasters telescope; and images become blurred State College who
want our children to learn these basic selves in school curriculum, requiring
started practice on
other counties in Tennessee. They (her
abuse,
as
drug
1978,
and
raised
in
bold
relief
above
as
the
forecaster
peers deeper and November 29.
for
skills well enough so they can take care instruction in such areas
daughter and herself) also procruee a bienvironmental education and how to
all other components are the words: No deeper into economic space.
of themselves in the world.
Officers of the NNew Ceincbrd flier
monthly journal _called River Counties
- —
TeCeSEli011-.—
This is the least fie-ShOuld firPect find the best bargain as a consumer.--- Because
the latter, there-4
"
-5C116•51 Chapter Ot the Future Farmers
Quarterly, which is an endless source of
"The excesses and imbalances which tendency by some forecasters to give of America are Gus
Those complaints might have some from our schools. These should be their
Yarbrough, Lester
all sorts of records about all of the
merit-although, I must also say. our
in the past have signaled the approach tentative warnings about a possible Wilson, Harmon Smith,
primary
areas
of
concern.
Brooks Moody,
counties bordering on the Tennessee
of a cumulating downward adjustment recession to begin very late in 1978 or in Solon Bucy,and I. B.
But it has become apparent of late professional educators must tell us how
Allbritten.
: River,from Stewart County on south.
corrected
as
not
present,"
is
the
way
it
can
be
simply
1979.
Not
a
severe
deficiencies
one;
instead,
one
these
are
that these three basic subjects have Dot
was put by J. Robert Ferrari, seen mainly as a consequence of the
For those readers who are working on
been getting the stress they should have they strive to educate our children.
Consumer education of course is
Prudential Insurance chief economist.
expansion's age.
genealogical records, there are many
received. Different people give difABOUT THIS PAGE
- Capital spending by industry is
highly desirable. But perhaps it could
The details:
collections of marriage, birth and
ferent reasons as to how this has come
Editorials,
columns and other
arithmetic
basic
incorporated
in
our
inflation
Expansion,
omitted,
is
expected
be
to
pick
up
sometime
during
death, and cemetery records. Don
about. I imagine there probably are
opinionated articles on this page are
expected to average between 4 per cent the year, but not quite to the level of
Simmons, of Melber Kentucky, has
and reading classes, for example, so
several reasons which have contributed
presented for the purpose of
collected many books of records. he has
those critical areas are not neglected. and 5 per cent, tailing off late in the 1977, which itself was a poor year.
to some extent to this disappointing
providing a forum for the freelatest
rate
The
is
about
4.8
per
Uncertainty
go
for
drug
abuse,
hurt
it
this
year.
year; that
The same could
deficiency in our school system.
exchange of differing opinions.
uncertainty should be gradually
cent.
which also will help our children avoid
For one thing, I've noiced there
We at The Murray Ledger di
- Inflation may average a little dispelled in 1978.
the destructive effects of illegal drugs.
seems to be less emphasis en plain old
!A ft,
Times strongly believe that to limit
this year, somewhere
- Inflationary pressures are built
on
than
teachers
are
higher
firmer
believe
I
memorizing
and
drills
now
than
when
I
urray Ledger Sr Times
opinionated articles to only those'
between 6 per cent and 7 per cent, into the 1978 economy. Energy
ground when the complain that they
was young. I agree it gets tedious, but it
which parrallel the editorial
compared to about 6.5 per cent for 1977. legislation, a higher minimum -wage
Publisher
Walter. Apperson
is one way to learn.
should not have to take valuable time in
Editor
R. Gene MeCutcheon
philosophy
of this newspaper would
seem
to
and
almost
chances
be
high
that
1978
certainly
higher
food
prices
classrooms
teach
to
children
The
their
^
There has been a lbt of exThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
be a disservice to our readers.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christthings they ought to learn at- will be a mirror image of 1977 in regard are expected to keep pressure on
perimentation in recent years in the
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Therefore, we encourage readers
home-such as morality or how to deal to prices. This year the trend of in- household and corporate budgets.
way we go about teaching. We havig
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St.
who do not agree with an editorial
creases was down as the year matured;
The uncertainties about which the
Murray, Ky 4207L Second Class Postage Paid at
with other people.
seen shift to "new math" and new
Murray,Ky 42071.
stand or the ideas presented by an
And, of course, I'm afraid a lot of next year, prices might rise as the year forecasters complain this year are not
approaches to reading, with more inSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
individual
writer in a column or
progresses.
-sot
much
in
the economic as the
camera, 12.50 per month, payable in advance.
time is wasted,each school day with
teresting books.
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legislative
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Unemployment
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What
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problems.'
behavioral
Innovation
is
good
in
all
walks
of
life.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and
feelings on the particular issues
-Pans. Buchanan and Purysar, Th., OP SO per
Parents should make sure their only slightly, to about 6.5 per rent, of the energy bill? Will there be a tax
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year By mail to other destinations. f:32 50 per
being discussed with a letter to fhe
cut!
school
to
learn
to
and
compared
with
a
current
rate
of
about
go
that
children
something
a
certain
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editor.
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or
are
the
disrupt
the
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cent.
forecasters
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
classroom.
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not
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they
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teaching
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The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
time.
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almost
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this
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Murray Business News Briefs
Call Your Insurance Agent
When Yoii Buy A Wood Stove
Setting up a woodburning stove in your house
can
affect
your
homeowners insurance
coverage.
"It's a good idea to call
your agent to find out if
you're still covered in case
of fire." says a _family
economics specialist with
the
UK
College of
Agriculture
Cooperative
Extension Service. Helen
Stevens says that you
might need to alter your
policy, or even switch to
another kind.
Main Source of Heat?
One of the usual
requirements
for
a
homeowners policy is
central heating, she explains. A free-standing
wood or coal stove does not
qualify as such, even if you
expect to heat your whole
house with it. You may
have to replace your
homeowners insurance
with a more-expensive
standard fire and extended
coverage policy.
If you have installed a
wood furnace with regular
ductwork, or one that heats
water for a baseboard
circulating system, your
homeowners policy should
still cover you. For Emergency Use?
If you plan to press your
new stove into service only
in case , of a fuel
ernergency,_y,our iesurance
company might send an
agent to your house with an
"auxilliary heating form."
One such form has this

William Boyd Discusses
"Women ailtredir At
Theta Department Meeting

dio Shack
Reports Gain
In Sales

notice at the bottom in set up by most insurance
capital letters: "I have companies.
personally inspected this
"But check with your. "Women and Credit" following the social and
auxiliary unit and verify own agent- to be sure,'weathseuseed by Bill Boyd, economic 'movement in
FORT WORTH, TX —
millions
which
president
of
of
the
women
Peoples
thet it meets the above Stevens advises. •
-.0,- •
Radio Shack, the nation's
Bank of Murray, at the have moved out of the
'ardelines, and further
Types of Insurance
leading electronics store
verify that it is to be used in
Standard fire insurance meeting of the Theta kitchen and into jobs, and
chain, recorded U. S. sales
emergency situations only, and extended coverage Department of the Murray the legal movement to
of $67,353,000 for the month
and not as an additional includes fire, lightning, Woman's Club held. nn guarantee equality 14.
of October 1977, a---IT per
heating source."
hail, riot, aircraft, vehicle Monday, November 21, at credit through federal,
cent gain over sales of
state, and local laws.
This statement has to be and smoke damage. You the club house.
$57,711,000 for the same
The bank president said
Boyd said women will
signed by the agent. He would need to add liability
month last year.
must find a wood or coal and theft policies for more- now be granted or denied the "movement of millions
Tandy Corporation,
credit in the future based of women into the labor
stove on an incombustible complete coverage.
Radio Shack's parent
base, peimanently inHomeowners insurance, only on two things — their force really paved the way
-company, announced its
stalled and properly with its lower premiums, ability to repay debt and for the equal credit laws
consolidated sales for the
have
that
followed. Today
vented."
includes all of the above- their apparent willingness
month were $82,317,000, an
Chances are good that mentioned coverages. It's to repay debt — since the some 44 per cent of all
increase of 13 per cent over
you will still qualify for good to hold onto it if you "Equal Credit Opportunity women are employed
their October 1976 sales of
Act" has been enforced outside the home with some
your present policy.
can.
$72,699,000.
eleven per cent of the
The above form also
According to Radio
,women workers as heads of
applies to free-standing..
Shack President, Lewis
households."
gas, oil, and 110-volt
Kornfeld,"We feel we have
- In 1974 Congress passed
electric space heaters. One
come through the worst
the Equal Credit Opof the most dangerous of
EXPAND SHOP—Ron and Charlotte Hager of Murray have expanded the "Fan- part of the CB radio
portunity Act and the cy Plants"
these, say insurance claim
shop in Dixieland Center and a new inventory of plants and ac- problem in better shape
following year the Federal
adjusters, is an electric
cessories. They are pictured above in their business with their son Ronnie. Ron than most CB-related
Reserve Board issued
heater without a therHager is manager at ,Morce Shoe Inc., at Big K."Fancy Plants" is open daily 11 a.m companies and look forMurray—The soft colors cabinet doors and drawer
regulations to implement
mostat control and without
ward
to'
eventual
points
Proctor
out,
fronts,"
to
6 p.m. and Sundays until Christmas, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and intricate designs found
the act, Boyd said. This is
an automatic cut-off if it's
strengthening of this •
in nature are featured in "because they hide nicks especially
knocked over.
helpful to
Aiarket due to the FCC's
of and scratches and Thereby
lines
new
two
women
who
have been
recent denial of a petiton to
wallcoverings
now eliminate the necessity of
For Additional Heat
divorced
or
become
allow
23-channel radios to
refinishing."
Sherwinat
available
the
If you plan to use your
be sold after January 1.
Designs
the Handi- widows as the law does
stove on a regular basis to Williams Decorating
require equal treatment of
"In other areas of preHand collection have an
supplement your central Center at S. 12th SL
credit application for men
Christmas sales, both hi-fi
surface,
The new collections are acrylic vinyl
heating system, insurance
and women, and the law
Katherine G. Peden, from 1964 to 1968. In 1968 Board of Directors of the and computers are bright
companies expect to called Debut V and Handi- which can - withstand makes it---easier
Kentucky business she became Kentucky's National Society for the spots," Kornfeld said.
for
the
With
washings
repeated
handle this on an individual Hang, both by Style Perfect
Married
wciman
to exeative Ind former first woman nominee for Prevention of Blindness.
basis. Many have not yet (11), and are available mild detergent andwater. establish her own
credit Commissioner of Com- the U. S.Senate but lost the
wallcoverings
"Today's
at
exclusively
in
Murray
developed a form for use in
merce for the Com- race by a small margin.
Sherwin-Williams.
are so durable that we record.
this situation.
Boyd listed things that monwealth of Kentucky, She was named by
Together, these new lines don't even carry the oldWhat About Fireplaces?
wallpaper lendors look for in has been elected to the President Johnson to the
include 282 patterns, 235 of fashioned
Fireplaces, even the which' have never before. cleaner dOugh," Proctor evaluating one's credit board of directors of eleven-member
,
, National
the amount Westvaco Corporation, . a _ActyMiory Commission ..on
free-standing models, do been offered to- home says.—Both wallcovering worthiness
Cerehrities have st problem
leading
producer
and'
stability
of
with their checking acpaper,
of
not
fall
your
into
Civil Disorders in July
.-inthe decorators.
collections are prepasted
packaging
and
counts
come;
that most of us
specialty
your
past
"auxilliary" or "suprecord
in
1967,
was
President
of
the
hanging.
"The ' predominantly for easy
would like to have. Many of.
plemental" heat categories neutral shades in these new
National Federation of
To help the homemaker paying debts: stability of chemicals.
their checks are never
Miss Peden, a Certified Business & Professional
lines provide a good back- color-coordinate an entire your job and the earning
-sashed, but kept as
Industrial
Developer,
potential
is
of
your
ocWomen's
Clubs from 1961
drop for natural wood room, both lines contain an
souvenirs. - For some
\NHO SAID FARM INSURANCE
accent pieces and plants," exclusive "Beautiful cupation; number of years President of Katherine G. to 1962, and a member of
celebrities, secretaries
Peden
&
Associates,
you
Inc.,
have
lived
in
the
area
the
Education
-Committee
Proctor, Rooms Start Here" page,
John
says
sign all personal checks.
a
IS COMPLICATED?
by Bill Boyd
manager of the local which lists coorclinatin, and at your present ad- Louisville, Kentucky, a of President Kennedy's
Sherwin-Williams .
harmonizing and accent dress; whether you rent-or firm of industrial and Commission on the Status
Your cancelled, endorsed-eheck is the_perfect_
e••••
community ,developers..,
of Women, 1961 to 1963.
vems0
paint own your. home.. .
receipt. Open.a checking account with-usi,ior
4V
- Decorating- Center.- In Sherwinilliams
grmswri
Maxine Scott introduced Slit is also Coordinator of From 1944 to 1971, Miss
safety and convenience.
ttern
addition, there are many colori-f
isrmsmS
addition,
a Boyd, and Wilma Beatty, the Governor's Economic Peden was active in the
new florals in the two
In
P EOPLES BANK
collections, with design "Decorating Guide" index department chairman, Development Commission, broadcasting industry,
Member FDIC
motifs_ ranging from in each book --lists--the presided. The department Chairman of the Louisville- where for seven years she
MCKHAY
KY.
Jefferson
County
Riverport was Vice President and
NOT WHEN YOU HAVE
stylized contemporary various patterns according voted to makes donation- to
more to color and design the Murray High School Authority, and Secretary- General Manager of Radio
patterns
to
traditional "mini-prints," category, as well as the Band and to join_th_e Treasurer of the Capital Station WHOP (CBS),
on - Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
with coordinated com- types of rooms where they Friends of the Library. The -Construction
panion designs available in would be most appropriate. Arthritis Drive and the of Jefferson County, She holds memberships
in American Industrial
textures, damasks or
Both new wallcovering Blind Corners project were Kentucky.
Miss Peden served as Development
Council,
,stripes.
lines are priced with an eye discussed.
Hostesses were Louise Kentucky's Commissioner National Association of
Typical of the "back-to- to the budget, ranging from
nature" design theme is a $4.25 to $11.25 for a single Miller, Opal Howard, and of Commerce and member Industrial Parks, Inof the Governor's Cabinet dustrial Development
Thelma Warford.
new Handi-Hang pattern 36-square-foot roll.
We can put the property and liability
Research Council,
called -Falling Leaves,"
coverages you need to protect your farm
COSTING YOU
Southern
Industrial
features
which
life-like
and your family in one convenient
Council,
and
Development
maple leaves in muted
MORE THAN
MULTIGUARD policy.
Kentue.ky _Industrial
And you have a chotCe Of- pranSTO-Drotect earth tones. "Falling
YOU CAN
Development Council.
Fantasy," also from the
your home and personal possessions.
kg/
Miss Peden is ViceHandi-Hang collection, is
We can simplify things for you with
Chairman
of
the
Kentucky
industrial
an
of
interplay
Ft.
stylized
professional
MITCHELL—Henry
and White House comet tMetro ,marekt
one insurance company, one premium paybranches and shadows. H. Knight, Lexington, development specialists, munications for
the Derby Festival and a
,Iveriqt
iwelierehe
ment, one renewal date, and one agent.
"Parkhurst," a Debut V Senior Vice President, organized as a means of American Telephone and member of the Board of
,en %Myr, loe nerd
ivy Mae orb brunets
pattern, combines ferns Johnston, Brown, Burnett gaining additional em- Telegraph
Company, Overseers of Bellarmine
1.61107I, con offr rani
meld
,
College, Louisville, and the
and vines in shades of grey, & Knight, Inc., Investment ployment and a broader Washington, D. C.
'Ile
eipreten$i,e
beige, green or gold. Also bankers, has been elected economic base for the
A native of Jessamine
tool,ors CO if no obkoro,
from Debut V is "Spring President of the Kentucky Commonwealth of Ken- County and the son of Mrs.
Blossoms," a soft oriental Industrial
Development tucky through active Charlotte S. Knight and the
floral on a textured Council (KIDC) at that development of industry. late William P. Knight, he
background. •
NJ.
group's annual
Fall Knight has been a KIDC graduated from Jessamine
All patterns in the Debut meeting here.
for over eight County High School in 1959.
member
Bei Air Shopping Mr.
Office•Studio
V collection feature a
Elected to serve with years.
He received a B.S. degree Phone 753-4751
strippable nonwoven fabric Knight on the Board of
Before joining Johnston, in Physics- in 1963 from
Call 753-4451
backing, which makes it Directors were President- Brown, Burnett & Knight, Washington
Lee
&
FUMM.A1411:71K11 easy to peel them off the
elect Lyle Cobb, Secretary- Inc., Knight served in the Universityi•- - --Lexington,
wall when it comes time to Treasurer James Catlett, U.
as Virginia, and an M.B.A.
S.
Army
The George Collin, and im- Headquarters
redecorate.
by
Battery degree from the University,
wallcoverings also are 100 mediate past president ..17- Commander -of the 26th of North Carolina at Chapel
percent vinyl, which Makes C. I Dick ) Dixon.
Infantry Division Artillery Hill in 1964. He is married
them scrubbable. Such
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
Cobb- is Director of the in Cu-Chi, Viet Nam. Prior to the former Fran
patterns are particularly Existing Industries to military service he was Culbertson of Washington,
4/1
well suited for use in kit- Division of the Kentucky in charge of Presidential 'D. C.
304 MAIN
chen and bath areas, Department of Commerce,
Proctor says. "Some Frankfort; Collin is a Vice
_people even . use.. these President in the - TY1=
wallcoverings to cover ternatiowBanking Division
ea'
of Libeily National Bank &
311 KENTUCKY
Trust
Company,
PADUCAH, KY.
WP at the
Louisville;
he
This is what
Catlett is
442-9331
used to look like Executive Director of the
South Kentucky Industrial
Today, we don't
Development Association,
know what the
115 SO. 4TH ST.
Hopkinsville, and Dixon is
criminal looks like'
MURRAY, KY.
Executive Vice President
753-1763
of the Business Development Corporation of
Kentucky, Louisville,
IN MARSHALL CO.
The KIDC is
an
TOLL FREE 527-1624
organization of
•
When you-need a doctor'*

Natural De3igns Predominate
In New Wallcovering Lines

ft,

Kentucky Businesswoman
Added To Westvaco Board
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Bank of Murray

Prescriptions
Filled Fast!

prescription you don't need
to wait. We'll filtht immediately . . . but still take
care to be accurate! Try us!

FREE
DELIVERY
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Guard your
Security with
Crime Insurance by

Winchester Services

Great Central
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The Clinic Pharmaiy
104 N. 5th St. — 753-8302
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Ron & Charlotte Hager
'We Salute the Murray High School
Marching Band,"National Champs"

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Red-Hot Tilghman
Rips Murra 89-71
was that of the 11 field goals,
By MIKE BRANDON
only two came from inside
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The_ rest Were at tegist..1.9_
There are-times when-a
out and beyond.
knows he's going to lose...like
"We thought if we could
when you buy a used car and
force them outside, we could
been
the guy tells you it's only
stay with them. You very
driven by a little old lady who
seldom see a team shoot like
lived down the road.
that from outsidefor the whole
Or, in the case of a
game," Tiger coach Cary
basketball coach, when your
Miller said.
team hits eight of 10 shots
The Tornado scored the first
from the floor and loses five
points of the second
ground. That is what happeriod and the lead shuffled
pened ta. Cary Miller in
from 13 to 15 for the rest of the
Paducah Friday night as his
half until it finally ended with
Murray High Tigers were
Davis hitting a 22-footer at the
walloped 80-71 by a Tilghman
buzzer for a 52-37 Tilghman
team that resembled the
lead.
Philadelphia 76ers.
At one point in the second
Playing to near perfection,
quarter, Murray High hit on
Tilghman was simply__A-__
eight of 10 shots. When tbey
credible. They hit just about
started that streak, they were
everything they shot from 15
behind by 11 points. Does that
feet and beyond. Doing the
tell you how tough Paducah
damage were two starters off
Tilghman played?
last year's team which lost to
Davis had 22 points in the
Murray in the Regional finals,
first half and Tilghman hit on
CLOGGED MIDDLE — Bill Wilson (22) of the Tigers goes
6-2'.-2 forward-guard Chris
21 of 36 shots. James
down the clogged middle and manages to get off a shot Tilgh
Davis and 6-32 center
Roberson, a 6-3'1 guard,
man did a fine job in keeping the Tigers out of the inside and
Richard Abraham.
added 14 of his 16 points in the
middle.
Davis, who swished just
first half.
about everything he shot,
In the second half, it was the
finished with 36 points, just
Chris and Abe show.
five shy of the school record
Murray did close the gap
held by last year's top scorer,
and trailed 56-47 early in the
Delbert Shurnpert.
third period but at the end of
Abraham, who played
the quarter, the lead was back
fullback for the Tornado
to 15.
football team, displayed
Then for the first five
beautiful coordination and his
minutes of the last quarter,
radar was zoned in on the
Murray High did not score a
basket as he ihoivecT
point while Tilghman ran off
remarkable shobting skills fof
10 to build a ridiculous 82-57
a man of .his sizes-."Abe".
lead a's the startets.remalliercr
finished with 24 points.
"The experience of' those in the same for the Tornado,,_
two really showed," Miller which must play at top-rated
Mayfield tonight.
said.
"They stopped us inside plus
It showed from the opening
we missed an unusual amount
tipoff until Tilghman coach
of free throws," Miller said.
Berny Millefinally called off
Unusual amount
was
the dogs in the closing seconds
correct.
Murray
made
just
of the game after his team had
seven of 19 free throws in the
run the margin up to as much
game. From the field, the
as 27 points.
Tigers hit on 32 of 67 for just
Davis hit nine field goals
from beyond 18 feet while the under 50 per cent while Tilghman hit 36 of 62 for .581 for the
hulking Abraham, who had a
evening. The Tornado had a
slam dunk in the first half, hit
36-32 lead in the rebounding
six field goals from beyond 15
department with Abraham
feet.
pulling in 11.
Tilghman roared to an 8-2
For Murray High, Frank
lead in the opening two
minutes of the game, Davis Gilliam finished with 20.tioints
getting six of the points and and 11 rebounds to pace the
attack while Willie Perry, who
Abraham the other two.
was in foul trouble much of the
By the end of the first
game, had 14 points and Ed
quarter,
a
haze
of
smoke
was
CLEANING THE BOARDS — Frank Gilliam cleaned the boards
settling over the gymnasium Harcourt, making a fine
for the Tigers as he hauled in 11 rebounds in addition to his 20.".
as Tilghman had hit 11 of 19 showing for himself with "his
points. Here, Gilliam grabs the ball away and has the position
from the field and had a 26-17 aggressive play inside, had 13.
-If Tilghman plays as well
on James Roberson. Under Gilliam is Willie Perry of the Tigers
lead.
(Staff Photos by Alike Brandon)
But the impressive thing as they played against us
tonight, I don't know if anyone
can beat them. We had a run
at them when we got it down to
nine points in the third quarter
but then we threw.upa couple
.s
of shots we shouldn't have
taken," Miller said.
'We just got beat by a real
fine team. A lot of their shots

Bowling
Standings

HOGE POWER WAGON

DISCOVER DODGE,
THERM GROWIN
MUCK COMPANY
IN AMERICA.
Head on down to your nearby
Dodge Truck Dealer's and discover
the great.lineup of new trucks . .
the kind of lineup that made us the
fastest growing truck company in
America from 1966 to 1976.
6 ,

You'll discover great new 78 trucks
like Dodge Power Wagon The
four-wheel-drive pickup that's built
tough to.haul the goods vvhere no
ordinary pickup dare follow Over had
roads and no roads at all.

-..

And Power Wagon's good-looking
enough to stand out om city streets
and highways as well So why not
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
Wagon at your nearby Dodge Truck
Dealer's today?
237 increase from /966 to /976

THE
FASTEST
GROWING
TRUCK COMPANY
IN AMERICA.

came with hands in their
faces. My philosophy is if you
'--------you eart.anif
still lose, there's just not much
you can do about it.

Murray High

"We're not at full strength Gilliam .
Daniel
yet. We hope Bob Thurman Farr
i guard and Jeff Kursave 16-2 arddshaw
Totals forward) will be back within a
week or so. We played much
better tonight than we did Davis
Tuesday in our win over Trigg Abe
Roberson
County and we'll play better Bohle
isambeit
next week," Miller added.
Gardner
Next Friday, the Tigers go
on the road to take on a good
Wingo team. Murray is 1-1 on
the season.

fg ft pf tp
6
3 0 5 6
1 2 1 -4
7 0 5 - 14
-0 5 6
4 20
9
1 0 0 2
0 1 0 1
O 1 1 5
82 7 25 71

Ilarcourt
Taylor
WiLson
Perry
Boone

Tilabnia0

fg ft
13 10
12 0
6 4
0 0
4 2
1 0
0 0
Stambaugh
0 1
Overstreet
36 17
Totals
17 Xi 20
Murray
26 26 20
lghman
Preliminary: Murray 54-46!ot

Pt tp
4 36
3 24
3 16
1 0
3 10
2 2
2 0
0 1
18 89
14-71
-17-89

THREE DOZEN — Chris Davis (51) of Tilghman fires in two of
his 36 points as he hits this jumper from the left side. Under
the basket for the Tigers is Howard Boone.
(Stott Photos by Mit* lirseedvin)

UNDSErSi
I

Brillaint diamond in.
each pierced Earring' 14K white or yellow
gold.
From$42.50

FROM THE KEY — Brad Taylor of the Tigers fires up a two.
pointer over David Lambert (421 of Tilghman while Bill Wilson
(22) of the Tigers looks on,

s-.

Jim Fain Motors
.•

Men •

753-0032

Nwc Tntid

m „

• 176.
170

753-1640

▪ Do.iens
- 4-pattern?'
▪
to select from
&MN INEM

Sponsored by The American Legion

West Ky. Exposition Center
Tar

All Proceeds will go to the
Legion Baseball

P%

a

Tickets Available At:
West Ky. Expo. Center,
Mans World,
Dennison Hunt
Admission Adults $4.00, Students 1",Children (6-12)'2"
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
- divisions as follows — plus open -Clan:
. Milner take all in 7,000 pound
maximum class.

Entr Fee

95.00

Admission Adults'488,Students '300_t Children (6-12)'2"

Women

Andy See*
Tom Byars
Isloydlodd

Ileenteern
Shipping Center

0

:

605
576
575

JEWELERS I

I

.

-

Sunday Night Mixed Couples
Bowling league
Team
- -•
Fearless Foursome
33
11
4 Loafers
28
16
Truckers
27
17
Hot Rollers
23
21
Invincibles
21
23
Lucky Strikes
18
26
B.A. Gang
17
27
Hot Shots
9. 35.
High Team Game(SC)
Fearless Foursome
677
Fearless Foursome
671
Fearless Foursome
647
'High Team Game(HO
Fearless Foursome'
810
Fearless Foursome
804
Invincibles
802
High Team Series Sc
Fearless Foursome
_ 1995
Trueiterr--•••• - - - -178/
In vi neibles
1635
HighYeini
HC1
Fearless Foursome
2194
Truckers
2244
Tacky Strikes
2138
High Ind. Game SC
• Men
Virgil Setser.
212
Virgil Setser...
210
Andy Seese
Women
Judy Kemp
180
Nancy Todd
17?
Barbara Seese
144
High hid Game Hr
Men
Virgil Sether
004
Virg11 Setser
222
Lloyd Todd
218
Richard Mathis
218
Women
Judy Kemp
221
Nancy Todd
210
Carol Thurmond
217
High Ind. Senes ,SC
Men
Virgil Setser
581
IJoyd Todd
557
Andy Seese
546
Women
Judy Kemp
482
Nancy Todd
461
parbara Seese
.,,,
362
High Ind Series(He+
Men
Lloyd Todd
Virgil Setser
817
Andy Seese
s...5g6
Judy Kemp
Carol Thurmond
Nancy Todd
High Averages

DIAMOND
EARRINQS

3500 Pounds Under Modified
5500 Pounds Under Modified
6500 Pounds Under Modified

-

I
i
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[Akers Rally And
- Edge Past Ballard

of
ler
on)
•

By KEVIN PENICK
from the free throw line, heads of the Bomber defense
Ledger & rbileb Sports Wailer sinking -their-first- nine bombs and it was 56-52.. ..
Maybe the big green from the stripe. Darryl
With 50 seconds left to go
Bombers . got their fuse Bushrod and Jimmy Lamb, McCallon hit one from the top
dampened in the preliminary Calloway's big men, both got . of the key to tie the game at 58
game, maybe they just lacked into foul trouble early and this all. Ballard coach Hugh Wear
confidence; but whatever it _hindered the Calloway offense called a timeout to set up his
allowed the Calloway County significantly.
offense. His offensive plan
Lakers to squeak by 60-58
Tony Newton slipped inside may have been the play that
Friday night as they played the Laker defense to would have won the game for
host to Ballard Memorial. repeatedly and consistently Ballard; however, we will
Ballard came into the game add points to the Bomber lead never know because after the
with an 0 and 2 record for the which by halftime had grown game he indicated that his
season.
into a twelve point spread at boys had run the play back' Calloway coach Clayton 38-26.
wards.
Hargrove had this to say of
The Bombers' explosion in
At any rate Calloway gained
Bomber Coach HOgh Wear: the first half of the game must
With Hugh it was just like have troubled the Lakers' possession of the ball. They
failed at two different opplaying chess. Every time he waters
somewhat
as
came down the floor he Calloway's boys stirred up a portunities from the foul line.
swapped slefenses.. I don't small wave and washed the With eighteen seconds after a
think he used the same point spread down to six points timeout, the Calloway County
Lakers grabbed the ball and
defense mire than twice."
by the end of the third quarter.
Apparently the Ballard Gene Lockhart, McCallon, and after much manuvering as the
coach's moves were the right Bushro4 put forth the effort seconds ticked away, fired it
ones because the big Laker that brought the sinking to Lamb who made a spectacular twenty-foot jumper
offense
never
really Lakers. within
striking
penetrated the Bomber distance at the end of the third from the line. The final buzzer
defense; however, a good period of play. With the score sounded as the ball dropped
defense was just not enough to at 52-46 in favor of Ballard, the through the basket with the
stop the determined Calloway Calloway County fans were final score in favor of
team. Randy McCallon played seeing glimmerings of hope Calloway, 60-58.
an excellent game as point for the home team.
Ballard coach Hugh Wear
guard and led the Lakers to
McCallon went to the line said, "we had a good defense,
victory with eighteen points early in the fourth quarter to we stopped them from getting
from the field and two of two sink both of his free throws inside to the basket. They
from the foul line.
and soon thereafter put, in a
Calloway 1 never really got
Calloway jumped to an fifteen footer from the right inside at all. They just kept
early 4-2 lead, a lead that they side to bring the Lakers within putting the ball up from
soon lost as Ballard's Kim two points of the Bombers at outside and they had the
Geueden scored two in a row 52-50 with 5:45 left in the heighth on us. They're 6-5 and
to give the Bombers a 6-4 lead. game. Joe Don . Curtis we're only 5-9 and we couldn't
The "Swamp Rats" -never -strueezed through the big keep them from rebounding."
regained the lead or even tied Calloway defense to drop a
The coach indicated that
with the Ballard Bombers bomb in from underneath the ----ibis- was probably the belt
until the final minute of ac- basket. After a brief timeout game Ballard has played all
tion. The Laker boys held Geueden of the Green Bom- season.
together and finished the first bers threw one in for two big
"Our whole game plan was
quarter down 16-12.
points which were quickly to go inside to Bushrod and
The Bal1adead
countered, ....t_
' )
Laker Glen Lamb and depend on them to
in the second qi-ter as the Olive tos-a twenty-footer score for us," Laker coach
Green Machine was deadly from the left side over the

NFL Division
Races Go To Wire

Clayton Hargrove said.
-They bolh got intiarol-Ble
early with three fouls each
When you can,t get inside you
have to go outside and when
you aren't set up for an outside
offense you have to play a
good defense. We played a
good defense and Randy
McCallon did a good job of
spotting their defense as point
guard. We had some good
outside shooting and .HM1-fly
Lamb's shot at the buzzer won
the game for us. We are 3-0 for
the season. Maybe the games
are going to be like this all ot
the year," he added.
Calloway had a total of 57
rebounds for the evening-Lamb and Bushrod .had thirteen rebounds each. Gene
Lockhart had ten, Olive eight,
and McCallon seven. Also,
Ricky Garland had six
rebounds in the game.
Coach Hargrove also expressed his appreciation for
the conduct and support of the
fans. Calloway fans should be
in for a treat Tuesday night as
Calloway
County
hosts
Marshall County in what
should be a thrilling contest a•
the Lakers hope to continue
the season undefeated.
Ballard Memorial
tvir-pt-tp
Newton
7 p 3 14
Geueden
0 17
Curtis
5 0 4 10
Smith
0 0 2 0
Buchanan
2 7 2 11
. 3 0 2 6
McGowan
Total
25 8 13 58
Calloway County
fit, ft or- tro _Garland ........ • _...2 0 t. 4.
Olive
5 0 3 10
McCallon
.9 2 2 20
Bushrod
3 0 4 6
lamb
5 0 4 10
Lockhart
Stilt
Total
28 4 - 14 60
Calloway
12 14 70 14-60
Ballard
Preliminary

wwwww41
TICKLE HIS CHIN, GENE - Laker forward Gene Lockhart (53)
has a solution for making opponents bock off, he tickles their
chin. Actually, he's just pushing off a bit with the left hand and
he's not really tickling Wade Buchanan (25) of the Bombers.
(Stott Plates by Kevin Penick)

By HAL BOCK
and Cincinnati, in the AFC
AP Sports Writer
Central. If Seattle upsets the
If you like to fool around Steelers Sunday and the other
with ifs, there are all sorts of three teams win - Cleveland
possible combinations at San Diego, Houston against
available in the National Denver and Cincinnati at
Football League this weekend Kansas City - it would mean,
as the division races head into a four-way tie—sictfia toji: their final three games.
The other if is Dallas, which
The "iffiest" contest on the can nail down the NFC East
schedule is Oakland's match championship by beating
at Los Angeles with a number Philadelphia. The Cowboys
of possibilities depending on already have clinched no
the outcome.
worse than the NFC wild card
If the Rams beat the berth.
Raiders and if Atlanta loses to
In Sunday's other grunes,
New England, Los Angeles Detroit plays at Green Bay,
wraps up a fifth consecutive St. Louis visits the New York
National Conference West Giants, the New York Jets are
championship.
at
New
Orleans
and
On the other hand, if Washington plays at Buffalo.
Oakland wins and if New
Because of the relatively
England loses to Atlanta and if short 14-game season, the
Miami loses to Baltimore, the NFL always faces the
Raiders would be assured of at possibility of division ties. The
least the American Con- crowded calendar does not
ference wild card playoff allow room for extra playoff
berth.
games to break those
Then there's always the deadlocks, so the league lives
Monday night Baltimore- with a complicated formula
Miami battle to think about. If that eventually delivers a
the Colts win and New winner.
England loses to Atlanta,
The eight criteria to snap
Baltimore clinches the AFC ties begin with won-lost
East. If that happens and if records, first in head-to-head
Oakland also wins on Sunday, meetings, then within the
the Dolphins can forget about division and then within the
the playoffs.
conference, provided the tied
But if the Dolphins win, the teams have played the same
AFC East race would be tied number of intraconference
going into the final two weeks games. The fourth rule, which
of the season.
could apply in projected
A similiar situation exists in Chicago-Minnesota and
the NFC Central, where Min- Oakland-Denver ties, is point
nesota is nursing a one-game differential in head-tohead
edge over Chicago. The games. If it comes to that, the
Vikings host San Francisco Vikings and Broncos have the
Sunday while the Bears visit edges, Minnesota by three
winless Tampa Bay.
points in its two games against
And Pittsburgh holds a one- the Bears and Denver by 13 in
game lead over the three other .its. two „games against -311a.:-.
teams, Houston, Cleveland Raiders.
•

Near Evangelist Travis Smith

*TOPIC*

Northern Kentucky Gets
75-70 Win Over Racers

DOWN THE MIDDLE - Randy McCallon (15) drives the middle for the takers while Wade Buchanan (25) and another
Ballard player look on and Ricky Garland of the takers follows
up from behind.
(Staff notes by levini Pettit*/

The Murray State women's and two sophomores on_..the•
basketball team, continuing to floor and the more exbe
plagued
with foul perienced Northern club
problems, dropped a 76-72 managed to pull out the win.
game at Northern Kentucky
Mounts finished with 21.
University Friday night.
points as she hit on eight of 17
The Lady Racers, who are from the field while Lynn,
now 2-3 on the season, com- continuing her good shooting
mitted 34 personal fouls and from the floor, added 18. Mary
had four players to exit via the Jane Gates added 15 on five of
foul route during the final, seven shooting from both the
crucial minutes.
floor and the line.
The Racers started out with
The Racers had 30 tura fullcourt press and roared to novers, Northern 27.
a 13-0 lead, with center Jackie
Murray will wind its way
Jo Mounts scoring 11 of those back toward home with a
points. But then Northern game tonight at Louisville.
began hitting from the field The next home game will be at
and by the middle of the half, 7 p.m. Tuesday against
the Racers were in foul Eastern Kentucky.
trouble.
Murray State
fg-fga ft-fta rb pt to
Mounts, and Roxanne Schwartz
0-0 0-0 0 2 0
Maddux both had three fouls Petrie
2-5 2-3 3 3 6
Parrish
1-6 2-2 7 2 4
midway through the half. Still,
Madduz.,...--_,0-6 041 .1 5 _0
the Racers managed to bang Barrix
0-9 0-2 4 3 0
Hughes
4-4 0-1 0 1 2
on and led 36-32 at in- Herndon
...... 1-1 0.0 1 5 2
.termission4„-r- ea; -I 5-1-3atn
Motrits
8-17 5-8 9 5 21
In the second half, Northern Blackburn
1-1
0-0 1 0 2
Kentucky came out and fired Gates .....
5-7 5-7 5 3 15,_.
Totals
2:-69 20-29 38 34 70
in the first 10 points.
Moo-Hoorn Keetecky
- At one point, the lead
fg-fga ft-fta rb
reached as high as 12 points. Virkenhauer.... 1-5 1-2 0 pt4 tp3
Redmond
2-7 2-7 3 5 6
But finally, with 1:30 left in the
- 04 - game, the Lady Racers tied "'Penman
1-4 0-1 8 3 2
Rornack
3-3
1-5 1 4 7
the game as freshman guard
Niehaus
5-12 4-6 4 2 14
Laura Lynn hit two free Lyons
6-10 3-4 6 0 15
XS 0-2 1 2 6
throws. But-the Racers, who Keegan
Hill
3-10 7-8 16 3 13
by that time had already last Romp
4-9 1-2 7 4 9
Totals
28-68 19-36 46 27 75
Maddux, Mounts and Bobbie
Murray
36 34-70
Herndon, had three freshmen Northern_

Dec.4-Sunday Night-1:15

"GOD'S ENEMYTHE DEVIL"
Sevenilt-day Adventist Church
15th & Sycamore St.

FINGERTIP CONTROL - Glen Olive (33) of the takers shows
his fingertip control as he jacks up a shot from the left corner.
Olive scored 10 points in the Laker win.

Murray, Ky.
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•f NOW! QUALITY Ty GAME FROM Reffli '
; SUPPLIES WILL BE LIMITED!!! ACT NOW!
•
TERMS OR LAYAWAY FOR XMAS
let your TV turn you on...

RCA'S HOME TV
PROGRAMMER
BOWLING

001

009

110

1
y,
b

ADDITION

FREEWAY

P I

While Limited Supply Last $9995

Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.

Installs in seconds for years of fun
RCA Studio II is fun ... exciting ...and most of all •
versatile. Use with any size black and white or color TV.
FIVE EXCITING PROGRAMS BUILT IN:
• Freeway—All the excitement of auto racing.
• Addition—Fast pace math game.
• Bowling—Fun and action for 2 players.
-0
• Patterns—You program electronic designs.
• Doodles--Draw on your own "electronic" blackboard.
Add more Programs at any time with plug-in cartridges.
Some add-on programs currently available:
• TV Arcade I — Space War.
• TV, School House I—Math
• TV Arcade II — Fun with numbers and SocialiStudies

Chopped Stockade Steak!
We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin
Its served sizzlin hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast A
\ $228 value for only

.TV Casino I - Blackjack
.TV Arcade IV - Baseball

69

*Gunfighter & Moonship Battle
*Speedway & Tag

(Was
$149.95)

PATTERNS

DOODLE
Now

a.
ompawballim
.

RimN

Free
Salad Bar and Drink
Try a 5' Cone'

45411C41511—
.
'"'
"
-14,441 FAMILY 5.'1000400SE
Weekdays 11 azn.-10:38 p.m.Sat.&Sun.
**Ai.
-

$9995

753 1113digimplimme
„

INCLUDES
Bel-Air
Center,
Murray

i

- --to corf Wrong-Larninsfrautb of Analiars;Vain-ais -sfiat'
' -.7.-"--'"*

MURK
IMMO
•
give Calloway its win over Ballard Memorial. tomb tossed in
ono
orcoiruor
roc,
gor....iv
vr
ro
ir
fr
or or •••uorQ vir°virQ w'
CLIrtors,1.111"1-1,41,40
6 46
,
1.
10 points in the victory,
Q erc`wry, Q
tlik Ledgers'
Mitrd of three:on. ----p.--c ci Q
"
— fir.r4
..
—
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[Sportsman's Jour

A, '

In the vast amount of mail I significant incentive for
receive there are a few items I. landowners to maintain
am compelled to pass along to wildlife habitat on their
the readers, Louis Clapper, properties. In the area under
Conservation Director for the study, deer and cattle prefer
National Wildlife Federation different foods and are not
usually comes around some competitive.
- points of interest that areof
immediate concern to conPreliminary figures show a
serv,stion-minded out- larger percentage of deer
doorsmen. For instance, did hunters took home venison for
you know there was a their tables from the 1977 gun
possibility of the Duck Stamp season at Land Between The
,increasing from $5 to $9? Read Lakes as compared to the 1976
on.
Season. The hunter harvest
Now moving into a critical average for both the Kentucky
stage is the "accelerated" and the Tennessee portion of
Federal waterfowl wetlands LBL increased from 121
/
2 per
acquisition program which cent to 151
/
2 per cent. The
has been strung out for at,least breakdown is shown below.
20 years now. At this pace, the
1977
acceleration isn't all that KY
780
15 percent avg.
great and the U. S. Fish and TN
712
16 per cent avg.
Wildlife Service estimates
Total 1492
that prime habitat is being
1976
destroyed at the rate of 350,000 KY
783
13 per cent avg.
acres per year. The losses are TN
467
12 per cent avg.
particularly grave in the
Total 1250
Larry Heavrin, noted outdoor photographer explains a technique used in capturing
important prairie pothold
Bowhunters thus far have
nature on film to an onlooker during an exhibit of his work Heavrin has had several
region, where many of the tagged a total of 170 deer in the
r ••
one-man shows displaying his versitility from wildlife to landscape and scenic beauty.
ducks
and geese which Kentucky portion while
trive\ r
He will be featured at the Paducah Mall on the beltline in Paducah on Saturday,
migrate through Kentucky Tennessee bowmen have
December 1' Framed and unframed prints will be available along with limited edition
originate, and in the southern tagged 97 deer, giving an
wintering grounds. Thus, overall total of 267 deer. The
and signed prints. Further information may be obtained byerontacting Mr. Heavrin at
while many areas already are second portion of split season
(02)32"-9230.
protected, the Service has a begins December 10 both
Photo 111* Butch Greer
major objective of acquiring statewide and at Land Bet1.9 million additional acres ween The Lakes. The 1976
within the next 10 years - both total of bow harvested deer is
to
forestall
wetlands 475.
destruction and to defray
pi
spiraling land costs. The total
Campers, photographers,
-14
'0
may be $650 million or more. bird watchers and sportsmen
With only $169.6 million in all enjoy the beauty and
prospect for the decade from bounty of nature. By working
_
the wetlands loan program together, hunters and nonand net Duck Stamp sales, the hunters can do much to
Service is developing these preserve and enhance our
Here comes Santa Claus! level. It informs you when you buyer may have insufficient potential alternatives: 1. to wildlife. According to wildlife
raise Duck Stamp prices to $9 experts, _dollars prqvided by
Here comes Santa Claus! Hey -are-aboutto turn over. Usually knowledge in the
matter Of annually (from
the present sportsmen have helped
pop! What's he doing in a four 35 to 45 degrees. After one had - 'selecting the item
for the four $5; 2. to require waterfowl
acquire, develop and restore
wheel drive this year? The turned over a couple of times wheel drive. Probably
best to hunters of all ages to possess 2,900
wildlife refuges and
story that was overheard is he'll know for sure. A big give a gift certificate
of check valid Duck Stamps; 3. to have management
areas. . . nearly
this. With the farmers out on cheap bath towel. .Good for with orders to spend
on the the Congress "forgive"
or 40 million acres. Proper
strike, the reindeer who are wiping mud off the windshield, four wheel drive as if
they postpone repayment of the
farm ,,animals by the way, the eyeballs, and the Mrs. A were needed) Driving
lights Wetlands Loan advances due
decided to sympathize. Santa can of silicone squirt on are popular. Grill guards. Roll
contacted the airline but found waterproofing stuff. Great for bars. Bed protectors. Exhaust to begin in 1983, and, 4, to
apNi4nkfort, Ky.- Now is the Management area and the the practice of 'overbooking" sealing the ignition com- systems. Etc. If you want a authorize • general
time of year when Ken- Kentucky-Barkley lake region was so common he could not ponents for fording water over surprise in this range find out propriations to supplement
Duck Stamp receipts. Each of
tuckians %re most likely to are favorite spots for eagle rely-on it..The freight trains waist deep.
the make and model of the
were somewhat better but he
sight eagles, says Arnold watchers, Mitchell says.
Ten dollars and under. A four wheel drive rig. And give these options has drawbacks,
Eagles are also occasionally- wasn't sure how folks would subseription-io-one of the lour us a call. We'll try to help out but the situation is clear;
Mitchell, Commissioner of the
significant habitat is disapBy Charlie McKenney
Department of Fish and seen in the Lake Cumberland take to having Christmas the wheel drive magazines. on specific information.
pearing.
day before Easter. UPS has a (Fourwheeler, Pickup, Van &
area, Mitchell adds.
Wildlife Resources.
Ducks Unlimited Secretary
Occasionally someone
What Is A
Like all other birds of prey, strict limit on particle size and 4WD, or Offroad ) A_ pair of wants to give a reatly big gift.
Both bald and golden eagles
Deer Worth?
are now entering the com- eagles are protected by both while they could deliver most good quality medium size An electric winch, available at
It seldom is fair to compare
monwealth on their annual state and federal laws, and of thestoys Santa was just too channel lock pliers. A cheap three or four stores in Murray,
•s,
the "worth" of a wild creature
migrations, Mitchell says, federal penalties are par- big to haul around. The post surplus blanket. Useful
for about five hundred dollars. to
that of a domestic animal
Sorry about not having the
adding that the eagles will ticularly stiff for shooting an office was mailed to the many situations other than the A set of the big wide wheels
usually spend the winter in eagle - up to $5,000 and-or one ground. So he went shopping one usually thought of. A farm and tires. A set of wheels goes but a study of the economics of Duck Call last week. All that
Kentucky unless icy lakes and year in jail for a first offense. for a machine that could carry type clevis. Good for hooking between one and two hundred deer and livestock production turkey and duck hunting
in Texas comes up with the didn't leave me any time for
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife a big load, wade thru snow, chains to. A short handled dollars usually. The big
rivers drive them further
tires interesting conclusion that writing.
and
Service
go
also
like
offers
$1,000
wild.
a
In
any kind of spade. Every fourwheeler are about sixty apiece going
south.
I hope you enjoyed the
The majority of eagle reward for information' weather. He got a four wheel needs one now and then. An up to eighty or so. Five hun- income from deer is greater
sightings are in extreme leading to the arrest and drive. Brace the rafters Jack! ax. preferably a single bit with dred dollars will normally buy per animal unit than for Ducks Unlimited Banquet. I
.Western Kentucky, along the conviction of an eagle slayer, Two and a half tons of 4 x 4 a medium length handle. the whole shooting match. A cattle. The highest return think everyone had an enduring the three-year study joyable evening. This years
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. according to the service's landing on the roof may make Wrap it carefully please!
season ticket at the gas pump
The Ballard County Wildlife regional office in Louisville. this a most remembered
Twenty dollars and under. A would be something nice. If period produced $88.65 per banquet did not net as much
Christmas. •
good stout tow chain. A good you can afford it. Another animal uric for deer hunting money as last years mainly
and $25.44 per animal unit for because the commerative D.
It is that time of the year set of battery jumper cables. item we've
found this year cattle. An animal unit is
the U. shotgun did not sell. Each
again and -as always we are A good quality fourway lug that
makes a great gift for
the
national
amount of feeding pressure year
besieged with requests for gift wrench. A medium sized but that someone
special is the
put on the habitat by one cow headquarters sets a starting
ideas in relation to those weird strong ice chest. A spotlight
indash combination AM-FMor about 51
/
2 deer. This sort of bid on the shotgun. This year
members of -the---farnily who that plugs into the cigarette CB 40• channel
radio. About
Frankfort, Ky. - Small is not permitted during the are fourwheelers. Its always righter. A three ton hydraulic two hundred dollars here. economic return from hunting the opening bid was $700.00.
--game hunters and trappers deer season, both for safety wise to keep in mind that jack. The jack that come with CB's vary greatly in price on a modest investment is a Since there were no bidders
the gun must be returned to
should remember that their reasons and to facilitate law fourwheelers are the most most four wheelers are about these days. You can find good ha
national
the
D.
U.
efforts.
practical,
enforcement
impractical
the
during
people as durable as toilet paper. One ones for a hundred dollars or
_ seasons will close
headquarters. There were
on eartiL,
• of those extra.,fine in_ -second,Ppase of the gun deer __Normal _bunting and trap'
_
•
.•
Tools make great -gift
arine beantiful Wilts thaTiold
Five dollars and under. A breakable stainless steel
season, nee.J-5, according to niniseasons Wit resume Dee."
items also. However we
for good prices; and several
gun
close
tack that mounts to the thermos bottles 'is always a
officials of the Kentucky Dept. 6. Squirrel season will
suggest you buy quality. I
other items had some heated
Wildlife after Dec. 31, rabbit hunting rear window or the side. A tire treasured -gift by- most four- have-tmown occasions
and
of -Fish
when
The Murray Bass Club will biddiag.
31
Jan.
through
pressure gauge. A pair of wheelers.
may continue
=
Resources.
Japanese crescent wrenches hold the 7th annual Ladies
genre drawing for the main
Trappers may leave their and quail and grouse hunters pretty gloves. When a
Fifty dollars and under. led to anxious moments out night and awards Banquet
door prize our local chapter
through
sport
their
fourwheeler uses gloves they About here is where we have a yonder.
traps in the field, but all traps may enjoy
December 10th, 6:30 p.m. at president Ben Hogancamp
are apt to get,pretty ordinary tendency to go slaw a bit_This
must be sprung for the three- the last day of February.
—.
. - — • the Holiday Inn.
'suggested that the Wifiner-of
Seakenarchery
fait.)
deei
The
A
tevo-gauge.- This is a isrthe place where a lot of long
day gun deer season. Happy shopping. HAPPY
All members and ylives are the Remington 1100 shotgun
Hunting for squirrel, quail., will reopen Dec. 10 and con- small .stickon job that works remembered gifts can be had_ FOURWHEELING.
invited.
mignt consider donating $50.00
something like a carpenters The problem is that the gift
rabbit, grouse and furbearers tinue through Dec. 31.
to the local chapter. After a
youngster from the crowd
drew Mrs. Ben Hogancamp's
Ocket as the winning ticket for
Ben was left
the
, shotgun
speechless.
Duck hunting has been good
to
most area hunters. Opening
S. 12th St.
753-3226
day produced limits for most
of the hunters I talked with.
A lot of new ducks were
We have a rugged watch that
pushed into the area by the
Eating Is A Family Affair
cold front last week. Since
will meet your needs. Come
duck season ended the 27th a
in and see our line of
lot of ducks will be in the area
during the split season.
Seiko watches
Hwy.641 South
753-9131
Goose hunting on Ky. Lake
especially in the area from
Murray, Ky.
753-1640
114 S. 5th
Pine Bluff to Patterson Ian-

- Fall and, Wintet

management of these areas is
essential for the conservatkni
of may wildlife species that
inhabit them. The preservation of wildlife refuges
should be the concern of all
who appreciate the grant .pittt
'doers.

Butch Greer Outduur Editor

Some area rabbit and bird
hunters are finding it harder
and harder each year to find
their quarry. Some blame it on
the natural cycle of animals
which have their "ups and
downs." More practically,
however, is the majority's
consensus leaning towards to
agricultural practices of some
landowners. You simply
cannot have wildlife when
there aren't any fencerows or
natural habitaL Sally Whitnell
recently told the story about
how she and her late husband
Bill missed seeing quail on
their farm when a fencerow
was removed. She said it was
a few }tars before the quail'
came back. Of course, their
return was due to a regrowth
of some form of habitat. I
enjoy birdhunting, but I agree
with Sally that the quail has
esthetic value too.

ft

According
to
figures
recently published, the
Federal government holds
more than 725 million acres of
national forests, parks,
wildlife refuges, public
domain and other lands in
trust for the American people.
This land has been acquired, - in large part, by money
supplied
by
hunters.
Statisticians have determined
that taxes levied on sportsmen
have raised more than $3
billion over the—Pait half
century. These dollars have
contributed* greatly to the
cause of wildlife preservation
and land conservation.

By Hamp Brooks

Bald and Co/den Eagles Entering

Kentucky During Annual Migration

The Duck Call

Small Came and Trapping
Season Closed Dec. 3-5

Club howl

Scheduled

Lindsey's
Jewelers

Jerry's Restaurant

Outdoorsmen:

Your U-Haul Headquarters

'

ding has just been great scr far
this season. As an example of
this Terry Yarbrough shot a
Blue goose, and Gene Starks
has bagged a Snow goose from
this area already this season. I
have hunted this area for six
years and I can only
remember seeing about four
or five Snows or Blues in all
this time.
Something has really made
the geese work this area so far
this season, I hope it is all that
rye grass that the hunters in
this area planted before
season. It is about ankle high
now and as green as it can be.
The lake level almost got over
some of the islands - but
-began to fall_before too much
&MAIO was done. However,
with all this rain the past few
days the lake is surely going to
rise far above winter pool.
Don't forget duck season
remains
closed
until
December 10th.
Goose season remains open
of course, until Jan. 20th.
The Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area opened for
goose hunting Dec. 1. This
area offers some of the best
goose hunting to be found in
West Ky. Also the areas that
surrounds the Management
Area offers some great
hunting. Most of this land is
leased by hunting clubs or
operated by commercial
guides.
So just because duck season
is closed you don't have to put
up your gun. You are very
near some of the best goose
hunting in the United States.
MAY ALL YOUR HUNTING BE SAFE AND ENJOYABLE.
tiatuiriiiiiiiiii00000000rre

Sportsmen:
..

Check the values in
our.Sporting Goods Dept.

Prompt, Efficient Service

ItJTSON
Chemical Co.Inc.

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
!hinting 81 ainglifignal

Thornton
Body
Shop

Is Our Business"

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2.112 Coldwater Rd, Murray, Ky.

I.

toratigt-w-Ragourywrzwa:

Stays 753-7404 ,
Plights 753-2406
-We.ARegmwiiV9ii-o7r;i°WIT'
NINON
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GOLDEN POND, Ky.-A
$4,000 reward is being offered
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the
persons)responsible for
killing an immature bald
eagle near Jonathan Creek on
Kentucky Lake.
Fish and Wildlife officials have confirmed the
eagle was shot with a highpowered rifle sometime last
weekend.
One of the most intensive
and complete wildlife investigations ever conducted in
western Kentucky" is underway according to special
agent, Robert Standish, U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Federal
agent-in-charge,
Willie Parker, Nashville,
Tennessee, is heading the
investigation. Conservation
officers from The Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources are
assisting.
Additional Federal and
state agents will be in Marshall County and
the
surrounding area while the
investigation is underway.
Agent Standish stated the
immature bald eagle was
found by Larry Travis, Route
5, Benton, Kentucky, while he
and his son were quail hunting.
The bird was found about 40
yards north of U.S. Highway
80 between the Jonathan
Creek bridge and the community of Aurora, Kentucky.
Banded in. Oneida County,
Wisconsin. on June .17, 1977,
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•
duck
•
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r Ours roasted
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duck
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pheasant
goat!
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In the chart above,cooking method has been given where possible.
Wben.the product is cooked, the raw weight
is iriclukfed in parentheses. Within the table a dash,-indicates sparseness
of reliable information; tentative values
are indicated by parentheses 0. Abbreviations used include: gms-grams,
mg-milligrams, mcg-micrograms,
I.U.- international units. Data were taken from "Food Values
and Portions Commonly Uses," 11th edition, revised
in Charles F. and Helen Nicholas Church.
minerals-and it's a weight grams of fat and 93 calories, "I'm glad to know
that what I estimate. (Space - limits, a
watcher's boon because the while offering the lucky diner bag or creel is so healthy,
but discussion
of
daily
fat content is so low. Northern 19.3 grams of protein. (Ob- how much protein
do I need requirements
of
other
and walleye pike offer one of viously, the cooking method every day?" A
simple formula nutrients, vitamins and
the bery best deals. A 31
/
2 can throw the calorie counter is presented in July 1972 minerals,
but most nutrition
ounce serving of northern pike way off. If you're watching the McCall's. Adults
should have and health care books can
raw) contains 18.3 grams of numbers, broil, don't fry.)
about 1'2 gram of protein per provide the necessary inprotein, but only 1.1 grams of
There is little argument pound of body weight. For
formation.)
fat and a scant 88 calories. over the nutritional im- example, if you
weigh 120
The point we want to unWalleye pike is almost as portance of protein, even from pounds, you would require
60 derscore is steaks and pork
desirable. The same-sized vegetarians. Protein is the grams per day. If you
weigh chips aren't the only source of
serving contains only 1.2 master nutrient; beside its 160 pounds, you should
take in protein-or, to -a dedicated
other functions in your body's about 80 grams, etc. Infants
sportsman, necessarily even
intricate chemistry, it's what require more-2-3 grams per
the best tastin. Experimenting
you're made of. Children pound of body weight, and
with some "wild" alternatives
require protein to grow. growing children, 11
/
2 to 2, may save some money,
Adults need it to keep going, to grams. May other factors
change some food preferenreplace dying cells, to keep influence your protein needces-anclimprove your health.
hdit(rid- fingernailiiiiwing,-your sex; if you're a pregnant
Sortie nutrients can be stored woman or nursing a baby, if
(Article and chart reprinted
in the bOdy, but not protein. It you have special dietary
froth Montana Outdoors;
must come from your daily requirements or participate in
illustrations courtesy South
reached only after a suit was President Ray Arnett, com- charged
intake of food.
that state and federal
strenuous athletics. So the Caroline Wildlife.:)
NWF
attorney
Robert
J.
filed in federal court. The menting on the settlements. officials
Yo,q're _probably saying, forinula is only ahad failed to comply Gotten replied that -his
SeCond agreement, affecting a "We have saved a prime with the National
En- organization was reluctant to
60-mile highway that could nursery for fish and wildlife in vionunental
Policy Act in sue, but would resist federal
BEWARE OF FIRST
REMEMBER: SNOW
have drained water from 800 Louisiana and an important planning and designing
the approval of the 5 million
ICE
OF
SEASO
N.
INSULATES; ICE
acres of North Dakota prairie breeding ground for waterfowl_ . road.
project without assurinite that
pOtholes, was signed after a in North Dakota. What makes- - The settlement
MAY BE WEAK.
, reached in lands abutting the highway
,
lawsuit was threatened, but the victory sweet is the fact June 1977, permits
con- would not be drained.
not filed.
that we didn't stop con- struction of most of the highFaced with a possible cutoff
"These are both victories struction of these highways. way provided it is built with
--------_-____ _.......------of federal funds, North Dakota
for wildlife," said NWF We didn't just stand in the openings under the roadway
...
officials decided they did have
road and yell `No.' Instead we large enough to prevent legal authority
5Now
to prevent
\:
44"Aliur
convinced the authorities that damage to the wetlands It drainage wetlands
of
into their
these roads could be built traverses.
•
- SLOSH .z
.
new highway's roadside
without destroying valuable,
I N I CU
The North Dakota case ditches. When they informed
irreplaceable wildlife
..\N..
presented a different problem. the Federal ,Highway Ad•/ e
habitat."
There plans for a new two-lane ministration (FHWA) of their
1
. •'' ' ••-•••
1
The Louisiana dispute
11/4
U.S. Highway 2 between the intention to cooperate, FHWA
began last year after that towns of Ray and Berthold signed
NT UM!t
an agreement with
'
o'rs
'
.
state's
14 114/0CNISS
Department
of
would
have
permitted NWF under which the federal
Transportation and
property owners to drain agency will require the state
Development announced
natural wetlands on their to enforce such a ban in order
WHEN ICE FORMS SOLIDLY THEN:
plans for a four-lane Lafitte- farms into ditches along the to obtain federal
funds. In
Larose highway through
road's right-of-way.
exchange, the NWF agreed
MAy BE
A FEW
GENERAL_
5NOW MOBILES
swamps, fresh and saltwater
The NWF protested that this not to sue.
SPREAD OJT
USE
marshlands in Jefferson and
could destroy the area's • Both sides agreed that their
Lafourches Parishes, south of
prairie potholes as breeding pact, signed on June 9, will
New Orleans.
grounds for thousands of save many valuable prairie
Environmentalists com- ducks and other waterfowl. potholes Woe
some as big as 100
plained that the ground-level
Oliver Houck, chief counsel acres. They also agreed that
highway would severely
for the NWF, pointed out that in the future they will attempt
04
damage wetlands vital to fish
roadside ditches had drained to negotiate any "perceived
14°1 11
1?4
111° 444 tft1
411111)
IS
rg,-11
and wildlife production and
more than 100,000 acres of differences" before taking
AL
110t
0
0
iri
l
se•
NIL\ i
b
Is..
li
,..
„..l
it
cost millions of dollars an- prairie potholes in just 19 court action.
t
11111
6
0
,
7
1
.
nually in commercial fishing counties of western Minnesota
The two negotiated setand
recreational_
plone.
I
,
I
I
iii
.
1
-- !let/lents may set a welcome
t.
,
II
_iiip
portunities.
At a Ihree-hour public precedent for the nationu No
When discussions with the. hearing in Minot, N. D., last more needless destruction
of
state broke down, November, month; North Dakota High- this
.......%• . 'yr,
/411
country's
fast1976, NWF filed suit along with
way Engineer Robert E. disappearing wetlands by
its affiliate Louisiana Wildlife
Bradley argues that the state_ highway projects. Men can
Federation and three other
could not prevent drainage of build roads anywhere. Only
groups
the , Orleans
private Lands.,and threatened nature can create a -wetland,
Audubon Society, the Fund for
to fight NWF's request for a and it usually takes about
Animals, and the Ecology
change in plans "with every 4,000 years to do it.
'
Center of Louisiana. The suit
'
means at our disposal."
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venison also contains higher
amounts
calcium,
of
phosphorus and iron and it has
no artificial growth hormones,
dyes or flavor enhancers.
Another comparison underlines the facts. This time
let's compare a portion of wild
duck with the domestic duck.
Each portion weighs 3tt
ounces (raw). The domestic
duck contains 326 calories,
compared with 232 for the wild
duck. The domestic duck has
16 grams of protein, while the
wild duck has 21.1. Once
again, a substantial differnece
exists in fat content. The
domestic source contains 28.6
grams; the wild duck, only
15.8 grams. The wildfowl also
Contains higher amounts of
phosphorus and iron, but less
calcium.
Although comparing a
brpiler chicken with .8,
pheasant might not be strictly
an
across-the-board
proposition, it does support
our contention. A 3t-2 ounce
serving (raw ) of each allies
151 calories. But the protein
content of the pheasant is 24.3
grams; the chicken, 20.2
grams. The pheasant provides
only 5.2 grams of Tat, while the
chicken provides 7.2. Each has
the same amount of calcium,
but the pheasant has more
phosphorus and iron.
Fish is an excellent source
of protein, vitamins and

1 urapt 13 at for 0
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While shopper bemoan the
climbing costs of a Sunday
dinner, nutritionists warn
consumers that the quality of
much
of
the
protein
Americans eat is not very
high. That's where bringing
home the results from a
successful hunting or fishing
trip come in.
Game meat and fish supply
protein that not only equals
the quality and quantitiy of
domestic sources but, in many
cases, surpasses it. Drawing
comparisons is difficult,
however, because information
on the nutritive values of wild
game is scarce.
A rough estimate from the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture indicates beef
contains four times the
amount of fat as wild meat,
and pork five times as much.
That's good news for those
who must watch their intake
of animal fat. Also, the
vitamin and mineral content
of wild game and fish is much
higher.
To illustrate, let's compare
approximately the same-sized
beef T-bone steak and venison
steak, both weighing about 3',2
ounces and both broiled. The
beef steak contains 235
calories to the venison's 201.
The beef contains 24 grams of
protein; the venison, 33.5. The
beef has 14.7 grams of fat, but
the venison has only 64. The
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COOSMS11100 Group Negotiates Changes
Without going to a court
trial, the National Wildlife
Federation has negotiated
changes in the plans for two
highways that threatened to
damage
ecologicallyImportant wetlands.
The first settlement,
modifying specifications for
28-mile road through a
Louisiana coastal marsh, was
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the eagle was thought to have
• hatched in late April.
" The $4,000 reward resulted
- from an authoriza
tion by
Agent Parker of a $1,000
reward, a standing $500
National Wildlig Federation
reward and a Federal law that
specifies that half of the
maximum $5,000 hne be
awarded to. the inforrnant.The
person( 5) responsible for the
act could receive a ma,ximum
fine of $5,000 and-or one year
in Federal prison. All birds of
prey (owls, hawks, eagles,
ospreys, etc.) are protected
under Federal law.
Thirty-five to forty eagles
winter each year in Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public demonstration area, approximately
live miles from the site of the
-most recent eagle:slaving.
Officials at Reelfoot Lake,
'southwest of Land Between
The Lakes, and the area along
the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers estimate 100-150 eagles
winter in that area each year.
Anyone having information
about this incident or having
observed the eagle prior to the
slaying should contact either
Robert Standish, Route 9, Box
243A, Benton, Kentucky 42025,
(502)354-8827; D. D. Lovelace,
( 502) 354-8589; U. S Fish and
Wildlife Service, Nashville,
Tennessee, (615) 251-5532; or
Information Officer, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
(502) 924-5602.

Comparatiw Food Values

linda Bidwell, a Murriy DECA Club member, is attempting to sew seeds while stuck in the mud at
ftemitite lake. -ibis w.ks-ist-erwrititicticin with the Chills
•
Clean Up Project.
s",

DMA Clean Up Project
As a part of the DECA Clean
Up Project,the Murray DECA
Club cleaned litter and debris
from the banks of Hemitite
Lake, located in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes on
Saturday, November 12th. The
students also seeded the
partially drained lake with rye

seed in an effort to provide a
nesting place for migrating
Canadian geese.
Despite the cold, wet and
Thud, the students all felt the
project was worthwhile and
are planning to do a similar
project in the Spring.

OOOOOOOOO0•11•1..E•••
•

•
•
•

•

Murray Home & Auta

Carroll Tire Service
See Us For -.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
III`
al
•

• :1.

The )lore for the

UnIrOy01

4. Outdoor Sportsman

-Th
tlif

Bear'
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merctrondise sold ot discount pieet

UNIROYAI

Fishing rackle
Camping Equipment
). Boating Accessories
Guns g Ammo

WIIKAPAR vire

artmil

None 153 2511

Uncle Jeff's

Gumbo, ond Michehn bres

t105 Pogue
0•11•111

2 Milts Ent Hoy 94

4
...motowfwit...

753-1489

MI. 641 South Phone 753-9491

753-5693
A

Murray Bait Co.

BUCKS BODY SHOP

Cain's AMC,Jeep
i Coldwater Rd
/53-6448

4.s

Home of the longggg dozen

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The'Llikes Area'
'17ruelar FCtet,Nii. G4rritTreMea-r4w-

900 Sycamore
;Ur
.

/looks Wheel
Alignment.

.7543-5142

,"

.....4•12mrmsto

.4$

Specializing in servicing tires I, 4 W.D. Vehicles
aiMillett" Sr4ectiVfof 11111fiAli4 Tires*
In The Jackson Purchase
408N. 4th ..
73-6779
•
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LEGAL NOTICE
AUCTION SALE

-- BoPdnrnt Wifltsttt
rksler, 'Ban ruptcy
Judge, all interests of the trustee in Bankruptcy
inlbe.belowiisted.properly af Tri7Way Oils Inc_
Bankrupt will be auctioned on Thursday, December 8, 1977, at 10:00 a.m. at the Office of John L.
Warner Jr., Attorney at Law 306 W. Church
Street, Union City Tennessee.
1. Equity in Lot /47, of the replat of the Clarence I
Hortin subdivision Murray, Kentucky,
which appears of record in Plat Book #3,
Page 91,-Real Estate records of Calloway
County,Kentucky.
2. Equity in Ixot• 02, Block 13, of theWildwood
Commerical Plat Murray, Kentucky
which appears of record in Plat Book #3,
Page 42, Real Estate records of Calloway
County Kentucky.
All sales made without warranty and subject
to approval of Bankruptcy Court Western
-DistriCt of Tennessee.
Contact John L. Warner Jr., Trustee in
Bankruptcy, 306 West Church Street, Union City
Tennessee. 38261. 901-885-2430.
2 Notice

2 Notice
MUSICIANS WANTED to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicMan
Guitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC i& TV
in Paris.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Carolyn
(Lea)

Maxlow
is now back with

Murray
Beauty
-Salon
Chestnut St
She invites loot frioods to NI N.le..
oppotottoNet.

'All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon. the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds _must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the day
-publication - -

753-3142
WILL BE BUYING for
Monday
through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Read. Watch for .sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.

Come see the Country
Kam Christmas Tree.
The perfect gill foraU
the family.

GIBSON
LOCKER PUNT
107 N. 3rd Street

HORNBUCKLE Barber
and
Shop, shaves
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.
POR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

LANDING
PARIS
Country Store will be
ow 7 days a week
through the winter
-Months. -Antiques,
china, lamps,
miscellaneous. New
Arida gas logs,$20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
$5.00 box. Across from
Paris Landing Park on
Highway 119.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us• yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.'Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 102.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

PEANUTS
1):0‘.
TAE
OF:GOLP
A
5TAR5 CHUCK

A(LAE. A\155 TENLIRE
LIJA5N7 ACCUSING
,V1Ati'3E -5HE WAS.
ASKING...

6 Help wanted

6 Help Wanted

MV

24 Miscellaneous

111=1111

X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST

Full time position for each. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary conimensaurate with experience. Apply at Trigg County Hospital, Inc.,
P.0; Box 312; Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 with R B.
King,502-522
:
3215 ext. 37.

OH, DEAR
I FORGOT-T DO

_

RTHDAY;

16 Home Furnishings

Joe Todd's
Motor
Sales

Z

FOR

15 Articles For Sale

TEACHER NEEDS baby WANTED-Innovative ROWING EXERCISER, DINING TABLE and 6
CHRISTMAS BOOKSlike new. Call 753-5688.
sitter for. one year old self-starter for adchairs. Dark wood. $150.
biography,
history,
,boy in . my home. vertising
account
childrens, sports,
Call 753,0874.
References and tran- representative position. CORRELLE EXhealth, cookbooks,
PRESSION, 20 piece
sportation
ZIG ZAG sewing machine
necessary. Person hired will be
novels, science fiction,
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Coll afte,r_4.p.m. at 753- - expected to plan and
less than 1 year old.
fantasy,., ,mystery,
••
Wallin litirdviare, Paris. - Portable
7264.
advertising
or cabinet
organize
western, romance. Give
model. Washer and
507 S. 12th
a lasting gift from The
programs. Salary and
MRS.EUPLE Morris will
including
dryer. Call 753-5258 after
for nice clean
BOIL Mark, Court
NEEDED BABYSITTER fringes
continue selling
Used Cars
-major
4
p.m.
hospitalization
Square, Murray, 753in my home, 7:30-4:30
Christmati decorations,
s
see. 4
, rpa
est
iedd vacation,
7222.
inte
etc
e.
dical
Monday through Friday. m
antiques,and gifts in the
Joe Todd or Larry Hale
HairDresser Beauty HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
References
required.
753-2844
GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
should send complete
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.
Shop until Christmas.
Needleart Center, South
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
resume, including salary
16t11 Street in Fox
$3p9.95,..Wallin Hardexpectations, to P.O. Box SMOKE ALARM, battery
Meadows, now has
SERVICE STATION
DAY CARE will open for
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
ware, Paris.
operated, by Water Pik,
Tapestry
Paternayan
attendant, must be
night service,6:30 p.m..42071.
$29.99. Wallin Hardyarns
in
stock,
also
26 TV Radio
mature, clean
and
1 am. Friday and
ware, Paris.
Paternayan 3 ply
10. Business Opportunity
courteous. Excellent pay.
Saturday nights only-.
WANTED A RESPONPersian. Materials for
Good working conditions.
Call 753-4481.
SIBLE person to take up
SKH., SAW sale. Model
for
counted stitch, cross
Uniforms furnished. One LOANS AVAILABLE
payments on a 25" color
574,7/
1
4",13
/
4 HP,$29.99,
farms,
business
and
crewel,
and
floss
stitch,
WHAT WE DO best is week paid vacation and
TV. J & B
Model 559 ball bearing 2
conand
personal
embrodery.
her benefits. Apply in
care. Needline, 753-6338.
Magngtoz.Call 753-7575.
HP, $54.95. Wallin
solidition. Some 6
Latch hook in 28
person at Ky. Lake Oil Co.
Hardware. Paris.
percent interest loans
designs, knitting and TIM FOLKS. at &wet
THE WORD Paradise
from 5,030 to 500,000.
ANDSTUFFERS
crochet yarn. KitAtand
Boulevard urge you to
TOOL
BOX
for
wide
bed
appears in the King
New business start up.
MAILERS URGENTLY
accessories
for
all
your
burry
and lay-away that
truck.
$55.
Call
436-2196.
James version of the
Call 502-885-1795 betNEEDED! $25.00 per
needlearts.
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Holy Bible in three
ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7 FOR SALE-two-5 hole
hundred GUARANTChristmas to guarantee
19 Farm Equipment
places only: Luke 23-43,
days week.
EED.
Send
selfchevrolet rims with H-78
to have the Pioneer you
II Corinthians 124, and
addressed
stamped
15 light truck tires, 30 FERGUSON tractor
want. Pioneers great
Revelations 2-7.
11 instructions
and- equipment. Call
envelope, TK ENalready
demand nationwide this
mounted. Call
Paradise - Greek after 3 p.m. 437-4846.
TERPRISE, Box 21679, MACRAME
753-1716 after 5.
year has already caused
Paradeisos, Par-ad'iDenver, CO. 80221.
Sports
Equipment
a
shortage on some
20
my
in
WORKSHOPS
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
triode's. Some come on
home. Will also ck:i FIREWOOD. Will STEVENS 20 gauge
an Eder?. Hebrew NEEDED BABYSITTER
deliver. Call 753-5857.
over
to
Sunset
custom made macrame.
Pardec, Par-dace', of
double barrel shotgun 2"
for 6 year old girl. On
Boulevard -Music,
Call 759-1683.
for. or.'a Park: forest,
perfect
chamber,
Saturday 8:30 a.m.-1:30
ROUND
PORCELAIN
Dixieland , Center,
orchard. Jesus was
condition. Ideal for duck
13 For Sale Or Trade
p.m. Prefer young adult.
Kerosene heater, heats 3
Chestnut St.
+crucified in paradise
753-3384
Call
hunting.
Call 759-1020 or 753-1206. TWO MOBILE HOME
or 4 rooms. also two 55
REALISTIC
stereo
(Gol-go-tha) placed in
after 5:30 p.m.
tires on rims for a gas
gallon drums with
component system. $150.
hell and raised to the
APNOW TAKING
range. Call 436-2772.
stand.
75
gallon SAILBOATS 10 percent
Call Tim at 753-0182 or
right hand of God. Acts
PLICATIONS for day
kerosene. All for $65.
off AMF Sunfish and
14 Want To Buy
753-0634.
2-31-33. For further
cook. Apply in person,
Call 436-5671.
Force 5. Free delivery
information
consult
House GOOD USED MOBILE
Colonial
within 50 miles. Great SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
your
Bible.
For
hotheii. Call 1427-8322: DOG BOX fits on any
Smorgasbord, no phone
Components&Speakers Christmas gift for whole
assistance call 753-0984.
calls.
wide pickup. Phone 7535 year
Warranty.
WANT TO BUY lot near
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
5 lost And Found
5846. See box at 1651
Discount on system
Hazel. 1-11,,2 acres
Highway 62, Calvert
Ryan.
prices
at
your
preferable-. Call 901-642Qty, Ky. WednesdayLOST: Female black cat NEED FULL TIME help
Magnavox Dealer in
in Veterinary Clinic.
0992 or 436-2124.
Saturday call 395-7844 or
with white spot on chest
WOODEN TABLE with
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
Male or female. Apply in
3621585 nights.
and stomach. Name
ONE
three chairs. Cad 436TO
-FIVE
iA
ZRES
dc TV.
Westside
atperson
.
Muffy.• Wearing white
2289 after 5 p.m.
with or without older
Veterinary Service.
GOLF OR GUN---One
flea collar. Vicinity of
27 Mobile Home Sales
home
or
trailer
in
Rd.
Robertson
Johnny
mans and one womans
Childs
16th and Main.
Coldwater, Stella NEW QUILT TOP, red;
complete sets of mat- MUST SELL,12 x 60 fully
pet. If found please call
white,and blue. $20. Call
vicinity. Call 753-0234.
BABYSIT
TO
carpeted 2 bedroom,
SOMEONE
ched Spalding woods
753-0920.
753-1733.
partly furnished.
part time in return for
and irons, with pull
WE BUY used trailers.
Excellent coudition.
mew and board. Prefer
carts._ One 16 gauge
‘ N table
Cash on the spot. Pick lOrr CRAFTSMA
Then rent 1 acre lot with
younger person. Call
pump shotgun. All in
saw, 19" portable color
GROW EARTHWORMS
• up in one day. Call 1-442753-2897.
improvements, one mile
first class condition.
RCA Ty and stand. 1973
for profit. Free Data49
from town. Immediate
Reasonable. -Call 492Ford car. All in good
- WORM WORLY, 1810 $ 2 0 0
WEEKLY
possession. Call 7538158.
15 Articles For Sale
condition. Call 753-4578.
South
Josephine,
stuffing
9908.
POSSIBLE
COMMODES - BORG
Denver, Colorado 80210
BALDWIN studio piano.
envelopes. Send a self1974 MOBiL,E HOME,- 3
Warner Or Artesian, FELT CHRISTMAS tree
or call Mr. James.
Call 753-2420 after 5 p.m.
addressed
stamped
bedroom, 2 baths,
skirts,
styrofoam
items
white, $34.95. Colors,
Collect (3031-778-1026.
envelope to Fischer
central heat and air,
including large TTHACA: 12 gauge gas
$42.50.
Wallin
HardEnterprises, Box 127,
underpinning, nice front
snowflakes, a wide
operated, 26 improved
BEAUTICIAN
needed.
ware, Paris.
Eureka, South Dakota
porph. Furnished or
Selection of purse
22
full
barrel.
Call for interview at Kut
Ventilated
57437.
unfurnished. Call 753SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
handles, a good selecribs. New gun. Call after
'N Kurl Beauty Shop.
; - 3418 after 5.
& albums. Everyday
tion of craft cord, beads
5 p.m. 753-3301.
753-1682. PART TIME RN,3 days a
discount prices at
and rings, Little Red
12 XIS MOBILE HOME,3
week. Part time LPN,
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
House of Crafts in Uncle
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
evening and night shift.
COUNTER GIRL for late
in Paris.
TWO 1218A
er
Jeffs Shopping area.
carpeted,
unfurnished.
Full
time
LPN
3:308
work.
4
to
after noon
cabinets, and-or ProGood condition. Call 753WEED
EATERS • - WOOD FOR SALE, $15
11:30 p.m. Contact Miss
p.m. Apply Dixie Cream
Soloist art Synthesizer.
9570.
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Porter, 247-0200.
Donuts, 1006 Chestnut.
rick & up. Immediate
Excellent condition.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Model 500 or 507, while
delivery. Call 437-4346.
$1,000. $500 each. Call
they last, $49.99. Wallin
MOBILE HOMES and
16 Home Furnishings
498-8650 or 753-7553.
Hardware, Paris.
mobile home spaces for
'I GIVE ME THE MAKING
KNO112. I
I ON!'D
ipi• •' ro
SOLID
WURLITZER PIANOS &
at Riviera Courts.
rent,
OF ThE 50NE15 OF A
THINK i'Vt ..JUS7 GONNA
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1/2
organs. Rental applies
lamp
table,
27"
753-3280.
Call
ANC':
CAE
OT
_NATION
ATTCRNE
,
l'
60CC
NEE': A
HP model 548 only
to purchase at LEACH'S
diameter, ornate center
IAN MAKES :75 LAiih
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Hard$35.99.
Wallin
MUSIC 82 TV In Paris.
post
with
3
feet.
Call
492-Zr
Fox Meadows and
ware, Paris.
8702.
23. Exterminating
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
FREE
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST AND
30 Business Rentals
Termite

NANCY
YOU SAID YOU'D BUY
c
_t_00,
0citt.41-e „„.c.4.44.R

MO

31E111E

1 Legal Notice

1 Legal Notice

11 1

Inspection
Cornlied ly IPA
Avoid Casthe II.. Repairs

Kelly's Termite

BEETLE BAILEY
Mt5Si NG
BUTTON

SHOES NOT
SHINED

POUBLE
FAULT

SAR&E,I THJ1K
YOU'VE BEEN PLAYING
TOO MUCH TENNIS

Orme
a,.d ever A/
yeAre. sei sip aVf PIIM•0
le fie...
100 South 13th St.

.„

Roaches,SlivcrFisl.
and Shrubs

Large Iraef *325

Short Order $275

GALLIMORES
RESTAURANT Mull
492-97.5
BLONDIE
SELLNG
ELECTRIC
OtCOCLE SPEARS

PRESS 7
,
4E BuTTON AND
YOU CAN HARPOON
PiCtC-ES Rlf...447 OUT
O TOIE JAR

NOTICE
By authority of Ordinance 644 of the City of
Murray adopted August 24, 1977, it shall be
unlawful to park any vehicle at any time on
either side of the below listed streets.
1. North 13th Street, from Olvie Blvd to Payne
Street.
2. North 14th Street, from Olive Blvd to Payne
Street.
3. Olive Blvd,from N 13th to N 14th Streets.

NOW„.THE Beilirreous
/WIDE FROM BENONP
TH5 SILvER SEAS,„
INANA- PALMER.„

Coiy 7'a

Persons violating any provisions of this ordinance shall -be deemed guilty of a
rnitclemeandt and fined not less than $5.00 or
more than $20.00.
BRENT MANNING
4CALf1.1aECILItt
CITY OFRURRAY
11i

34 Houses For Rent
SMALL HOUSE furnished, air conditioned,
living room carpeted.
Nice located near
university. Couple
desired. No children or
pets'. Call after 9 a.m.
753-3920.
UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom house 1 block
from campus. $165. Call
753-3293 a r 4.
36, For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike '
Brannack
753-8850
between 8 and 5.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
37 livestock

Supplies

THREE
steers and one white
faced bull. Call 436-5844.
HORSES- 2 year old
Sorrell racking mare,
good, co-ndition.
Registered 7 year old
Arabian Gelding.
with
grey
Dapple
papers. Call 762-2896
before 4:30 of 498-8704
after 5 p.m.
38 Pets

Supplies

GERMAN
AKC
SHEPHERD puppies.
Call 554-2153 Pidircah.
AKC GERMAN short
haired Pointer puppies.
Guaranteed against hip
dysplasia. Sired by
O.S.A. certified, double
field champion: )am xrayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1354-8776. '
ONE FEMALE AKC
registered
Doberman
puppy. Red and rust
colored. Nine weeks old.
$100. Call 436-5495.
REGISTERED
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. Call 554-2153,
Paducah.
FOR SALE-beagles,
three-13 month old.
Three-10 month old. Call
753-1716 after 5.
41. Public Sales
THE
MISSIONARY
Women of Deward
Chapel Church, East 94
Highway will hold a
Bazaar and bake sale at
the American Legion
Hall, South 6th Street
and Maple Street.
Saturday, December 13,
from 7 a.m. The funds
raised will go for
benefits of the church.

BUILDING FOR RENT.
9,500 sq. ft. Known as
Johnsons Grocery,
South 1,2th SL
• SHOW AND -SELL3205 for a intment.
prints
by
Harm,
Coheleach,
31 Want To Rent
Harper,
others.
Saturday
WOULD LIKE TO RENT
December 3,9-5. Sunday
duplex or house in or
1-5. Location1Production
near Murray. Couple, no
Credit Association. E.
children. References
Broadway,
Mayfield,
furnished. Write to P.O.
Ky.
Box 32-J, Murray, Ky.
BAZAAR AND BARGAIN
ONE BEDROOM furSale,
Saturday,
nished apartment
December 3, 9 a.m. to 4
needed at Christmas.
p.m. Nursing Building
References.offerecL Call14th and Payne-St Marty753-0903.
household
items,
typewriter, curtains,
TWENTY ONE year old
bedspreads, clothing.
male student desires
Proceeds
go to MSU
reasonably
priced
Nursing Honor Society.
apartment or trailer in
Murray area for Spring
semester. Call Mark at
753-2455 after
m.
Good Investment. Just
32 Apartments For Rent
listed - brick duplex in
county plus extra lot 34
EE
BEDROOM,
acre in size with
unfurnished apartment.
trailer -hook-up. Both
Carpeted. $250 monthly.
can be bought for
Call 753-7168 after 5 p.m.
$31,500 or separately.
FOUR 3 ROOM apartCall or come by
ments, each with bath.
The Nelson
$160 per month plus
Shroat Co.,
electricity. Come by 600
REALTORS,
Poplar Street, Frtday
after 10 a.m. or car388Uncle Jeff's Shopping
2466, Eddyville.
Center 759-1707 or 7591716.
I

& Pest Control

SPECIAL
Catfish Dinner

33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOM for
boys, utilities furnished.
Walking distance for
MSU. Call 753-1812.

24 Miscellaneous
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner or Artesian, 5'
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
MADE
CUSTOM
MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.
SKH, HEAVY v2" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
AVAILABLE . NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. cut
Weefire•
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Aveatite. 7534767..

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartmew for 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Also furnished 5 bedroom
house for 4 or 5 girls,
all close to campus.
Pb... 7534865 days
.7311-348

•

INCOME PROPERTY...12
houses, 2
apartments located near
MSU. Owner will-consider financing with 25
pet cent down:&chance
now....Lorelta, Jobs
Realtors 4763-r.
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CRAZY

I AVERNE

wanted an immaculate 3
bedroom brick, built-in
kitchen with breakfast
area plus dining area,
F_ranklin fireplace .in
den, well decorated,
carpeted, priced in the
low *-30's: Now we've
found it, we can't find
Laverne. Are you interested? Call 7531492...Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
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'Guy Spann Realty
"Your Rey People
Reel Iseeto".

753-7724
1Sii -111trirly, Ky.

FINE
CoUNTRY
LIVING-Now is your
chance to own property
overlooking the lovely
Murray Country Club
golf cpurse_. _ Three
bedroom - brick 'borne
with fireplace, full
Purdom & Thruman
basement which is ideal
Insurance & Real Estate
for
workshop
or
sc,,ths,de
squore
recreation room, atMurray, Kentucky
tached garage, and
753-4451
breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
HOME WITH 40 acres
acreage may be purwith-iovely landscaped - chased
adjoining
surroundings and _ 5, country
club golf course-,
ponds in wooded setting.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
Several
outbuilditign,- 753-1222 for
full-time;
fenced area for horses,
competent real estate
pine forest with walking
service.
and
riding
trails
meandering
to
a
John C.
beautiful 1 acre lake
Neubauer
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
Realtor
another picture this
LIS? Your P-operty With Us
pretty in this area.
753-0101
50.5 Maim St.
Phone us today at.
Kopperud Realty, 753- HERE
TODAY-GONE
1222. We are Murray's
TOMORROW
This
fastest growing realty.
comfortable 3 bedroom
brick home has had
PoplAr Benton
marvelous care! Carpeted
throughout.
Papered and cheerfully
decorated and spotlessly
clean. Located on "a
large lot with many
5271468 7539625
trees in a good neighborhood. See without
FARM PROPERTY - 48
delay. $29,500.00 Call or
acre farm with apcome by Boyd Majors
proximately 35 acres
Real Estate, 753-8080,
tendathle. -Located in
105 N. 12th.
Kirksey community.
Wilson Ins. 81 Real
KOPP RUD
Estate, 753-3263
REAL
anytime.

Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

in the Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 7591707 or 759-1716.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Insulation of Murray
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

c‘)7-y
43

TELEPHONE 753,1061

• It0A1,
11 cox_

46. Homes For

Sale

HOUSE AND LOT for
sale at 905 N. 16th Street.
For more information
call 753-8679.
ALMOST
NEW
2
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has city
water, as heat, carpeted throughout. Call I527-9303.

47. Motorcycles

Murray
For 411 Your
Real Blare Needs
Is

759-1707
The Nelson
ShroarCo.,•
Realtors
After Hours

1975 HONDA 250 L, 1,200
road miles, only ridden
for 3 months and matching helmet., Take up
payments at $600. Call
753-7823.
/973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
Country, knobby tires,
fiber glass tank and
fenders. Good condition.
$200. Also a Nanny and
Billy goat, 8 month old.
25 Call 436-2253.
48. Automotive Service
NOTICE:For
your
'Pata
repair work. cp,u Gene
Kimbro, 753-860 Dotson
trained mechanic.

753-1222

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 BUICK SKYLARK,
automatic. 20,000 miles,
, power Windows, power
locks, power steering
and brakes, cruise
control, AM-FM. Like
new. A Steal' $4,300.
Call 753-2501.
1969 MERCURY MONTEGO
MX
Power
brakes,steering and air,
new tires. Call 753-9039
after 3 o'clock.
1972 FORD GRAND
•.'rOKENO-, automatic,
power steering, power
brakes, air,55,000 actual
miles. Red and black
vinyl top. $1,000. Call
753-9946.
_
1971,DATSUNgood condition. $1,550.
Call 753-7595

Marble

FOR
SALE-Two
bedroom frame house in
Stella. Call 753-9396.

The Ultimate in
Bathroom Decor
Now you can have a bathroom that is
not only beautiful, but durable and
practical as well.
See it at...

Thornton Tile
& Marble
"QualitN That

Please"

So 9th

753-5719
912.

To BUY--See US!
To SELL--List With US!
NEW AND ALMOST NEW
Brick homes-located in excellent neighborhoods.

LAKE PROPERTIES
Cottages and year-round homes.

Just listed near the university, this.home can
belong to you. This fine home offers you three
bedrooms and two baths, with a fine deck for outdoor entertaining. But wait - there's more. This
home also has an efficiency apartment that is
completely furnished. Enjoy a lovely home and
rhave an income coming irttoo. Call today for an
appointment to see this house that could belong
to you.
753-7531

John C. Neubauer

753-0101
Realtor
505 Main Street
Murray
Brice Ratterree 753-5921
Pam Rodgers 753-7116
Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Linda Drake 753-0492
Roy Folsom 753-8857
Tim Graves 436-2321
Oatman Farley 753-9775'

MOBILE HOMES
Completely furnished. Priced to sell!

GROCERY STORE

1

And cafe can be purchased with or without stock
and fixtures.

STORE BUILDING '
And equipment. Priced to sell.
For more information call...

Fulton Young
Realty
753-8071-

_Thomas
753-8?74

Fulton
ong
753-4946

"Like To Reduce

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310, for free
estimates.

INSULATION BLOWN

-white rock, rip rap, and
sand2I'ime, sawdust or
decorative'‘ ock. Also
free
estim'àts
on
driveway and
c ,ing
lots. Call Roger Huts
753-6763.

Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE .
Company
dition sales and service. Modern. ahaet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,President. Phone 7539290.

it

wit( reduee kali when you rent one side of this duplex
and live in the other. Walking distance of the University
For more information,call 753-1442 today.
After Novel:
Loreto Jobs 7S3607
• Net Sam -?WIN. ••
OKI Parse 753 9754

•
Breeds Janes .
753 5461

Sieliftfay 1ohnstorit37

We have an outstanding opportunity
for a responsible person who can sell;
and who wants to. develop into management. •
We 6ffer you the dpportunity for
growth, with advance commissions paid
daily, vested renewals, and over-write on
production of the people you supervise.
We specialize in group and franchise
group life and cancer insurance as well as
a supplement to Workmen's Compensation.
We are a dynamic; growing Company
that has quadrupled in the last 10 years!
Want to know more?

or write

o- -

.CITIZENS SECURITY
LIFE INSURANCE CO. _

, .L'.' '
It
aP
"--..A.
PA
, hail
Filten, Ky.•204!

--

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
t. Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

$15,500 buys this older home that has been remodeled Work
needed upstairs to hove 4 bedroom home on 1 acre lot near
Kirksey. lots of outside storage plenty of shade room for gar
den.

At

Wholesale
with
5
Year

•

-

A

4

MAKE US AN OFFER
.
Owner transferred and needs a quick sole Three bedrooms 2
baths, living room, kitchen fornily combination with fireplace
Central gas heat and air Built to FNA specifications Mid 30's

Warranty

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
stallation , _will
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Gall 753-

MUST SEE
To appreciate this 3 bedroom 12 wide mobile home and 100' x
200 lot in Ratline Asses Subdivision • Nome in excellent condition. hos 16'x20'toomrets block building in bock

DRIVEWAYS
and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
Cellulose
BLOWN-AN
insulation. • Fast
dependable service.
Fred's Insulation Co.,
phone 901-642-9500.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

CLICTRAllY LOCATED
701 Sycamore This well kept home has 3 bedrooms full
basement detached 2 car garage, storm windows and doors and
an extra deep lot. Possession with deed Owner wants to sell.
Pnced below $30,000.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gralrel hauling
and top soil. Gall Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

1

GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronglass,
auto
ts,
plexiglass, plate, window glass and glass
showcases. M and 0
Glass,
Complete
Dixieland Center, 7530180.

Less than $10,000. Take a look at this 2 BR frame home, located
east of 641 So just below Midway. Hos storm windows, storm
doors and electric heat Also has approximately 1 acre lot

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
I, DO QUILTING or
uilts, all done by
247-3496.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and
s installation
will
do
plumbing, heat1ngn'&,
sewer cleaning. Call 753- 'N
• 7203.

PAYMENT MAKER!
This home only l' bkeits west of MSU, has 2 apart
ments to help make the payments The home features 3
bedrooms, central heat and air and lots of storage
area The bactyord it fenced with a garden area
Owner
leavng and warns to sell some, se call and let us show
you this quality Witt born.. $4C,500.00.

CUSTISM
UPHOLSTERY. Free estimates.
Call 436-2786.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW:
call (502) 685-3151, Ask for Joe Pruitt

Your Figure?"

Then give as a call! There are programs !variable through the
Veterrarrs Administration, Due formers Nome Adnonistorrion,
FHA and HUD that require little or no dosinpayment If you
qualify there to no reason for you to continue to build your Ian
dlord's equity in his property when you caw begin to build your
own equity We are knowledgeable of these programs and are
always happy to help you determine the programs you quality
for. We also have homes for sale that qualify for them
programs If you're in eeeee ted in owning your own base *es
call We'll bif happy to help!

WATCH- AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. Call 7591231.

502-442-9396

Male or Female

Houseboat,sleeps 6, mint condition.

2 miles S.E. on Hwy.121
7333
'
753
After Hours':
Chester
Forest ,.

AIR COMPRESSORS
New L Rebuilt Units, Repoirs
of an makes

SALES OPPORTUNITY
FOR PERSON WITH
MANAGEMENT IN VIEW

36' GIBSON

.

ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

1975 CHRYSLER Le
Baron Imperial, fdoor
hardtop, all electric and
fully equipped. (A
classic
Excellent
condition. 40,000 miles.
$5,000. Interested buyers
only. Call 759-1655.

OFFERED BY:

GOT THOSE NO
DOWNPAYMENT BLUES?

Price

1976 HEAVY DUTY
Chevrolet pickup. Call
753-7697

BUILDING LOTS
In sub-divisions near town and lake area lots

*759.1661.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips:
1971 CHEVROLET
Call for free estimate,
1970 BUICK '''-.E.s. tate
Kingswood wagon. Call 4_, wagon,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
excellent run753-7307.
ning condition. Motol--„, Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
overhauLed. Call 753- -7•11FIL HAUL ANY type of
1975 SCOUT II, 4 wheel
drive,- V-IT, -4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires and
wheels. Call 395-4175
after 5 p.m. Ask for
Dennis:

SIGNS

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

1971 CHEVROLET 142 ton GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
truck, 16' flat bed. Good
shape. Call 901-247-533_6„_, aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
-Puryear, Tenn., after 5
or 1-362-4895.
p.m.

44 Lots For Sale
HWY. 691 NORTH..
LOT WITH TREES in
1973 TOYOTA Celica, air,
tractive Stone and Brick 'gatesborough. 125 x 217
new tires, Runs and
3 br home. 134 acre
11 753-6275.
SALE - Willard car
ft
looks good. $1995. Call 1wooded lot. Cent heat
battery,
2
year
247,3258
46. Homes FOY Sale
and air. Fireplace. 1 Car
guarantee, $22.88; 3
THREE ROOMS, furgarage. Large porch
year guarantee, $26.99; VAN
1971
Dodge
nished, 10 miles 8ast of
and patio. $45.000.
4
year
guarantee,
Tradesman 100. Six
Murray. Call 1-443-4811.,
Wilson Ins. & Real
$29.99; 5 year guarancylinder, straight shift,
Estate. 753-3263
$32.59. Maintenance
carpet 'and paneling.
TWO BEDROOM frame
- anytime.
fr 5 year guarantee,
Call 753-7480 after 6 p.m.
on 34 acre lot. Has new
$39.99'.' Wallin Hardroof, panelled, carpet,
ware, Paris:1968 FORD GALAXIE,
electric heat, storm
automatic, power
Waldrop Realty
doors and windows.
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
-In Business
Three miles South of 1970 DODGE POLA
Since 1956"
Farmington on 564
station wagon, with -. Good gas mileage.
hley wood stove
753-5446
Highway. Call 1-345snow tires. $500. Must
wit1ibtit jacket. Call 4362290.
sell fast. Call 767-4556.
2204.

L

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896;

NOW SELL ME.'1

Services Offered
Re*SerncdJ

DAMAGED CAMPERS,
travel trailers, 5 th
wheels,, motor home,
less- than ke price.
Selling out. Call 247-6878
Mayfield, Ky.

South 12th at Sycamore

In Realislate_

The Nelson

50. Campers

ALTOPS

The Phone
Number In

Lucks
51

property offers a good
return on investrnjp1
and owner would consider financing. Priced
to sell fast. Low 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for friendly,
courteous real estate
service.

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

Cars &

1974 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
excellent. Call 753-6648.

baying I - bedrooms '
located only 4 miles
!rem Murray: This-

"For Real Service
711 Main

49. Used

VESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY-Brick
duplex with each unit

QUALITY

138 Aere Farm - Just
Listed. Good bottom
land with over -44 mi.
of hwy. frontage. 100
acres tendable plus air
cured, dark fired, and
burley tobacco Manes.
Located on Hwy. 1836
142 miles north of
Coldwater. Priced at
$886/acre. Call or
come by

311E EI30la

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guarantaed. ,call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026:

MONEY5AANSION
This lovely home at 1322 main features a very spacious
first floor with 2 bedrooms. berth','formal dining room,
living room, with fireplace sun porch:Need
, 1 bedroom
also has another fireplace lovely old trees stand on the
exto large lot, Two upstairs apartments provide
5250.00 rent.

54. Free Column
FREE-Two
very
healthy and cute puppies. About six months
old. Both have been
wormed and have had
distemper shots. These
pups have
geatle,
friendly
personalities
and vivid be ideal
Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and- the other is an offwhite color. They are
sweet
who
dogs
desperately _need good'
trerrires. -Call 753-3515
after .5j10.__,

COUNTRY LIVING
This lovely 3 bedroom brick and stone home on 641 N ii
loco'* on 1 3-v acres with lots of trees To fully realise
the bervefrts this home offers, you should inspect it per
sondely We'd be happy to show it to you

Wilson

16
REALTOR

Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc,
..
2034 4tb.St
'-1311763 Anytime

skid., Wafer!'

ten!, AMM

ran Tilden,

Wayne Wilson
Alomenewmawalar
lb

4,

^
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Funerals I

Fray Cunningham
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Is Sunday
Fray Cunningham of 1402
Street, filtaray,
died suddenly Friday at
eleven a.m. at his home. He
was -70 years of age and his
death was due to an apparent
heart attack.
The Murray' man had
retired from the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company and was now employed parttime at Big K
Department Store in the
security division. He was a
member of the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene at
Kirksey. Born January 14,
1907, he was the son of the late
Moss Cunningham and Sula
.
Palmer Cunningham.
He is survived by his'wife,
Mrs. Trilby Russell Cunningham; two sons, Glen N.
Cunningham, Murray Route
Two, and Kenneth Cunningham, Lone Oak; two
sisters, Mrs. Carl (LaNeele)
Usrey, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Tucker,
Jesse (Geneve
Mayfield; six grandchildren,
Kathy, Gary, Randy, David,
Melinda, and Aleshia Cunningham; two great grandchildren, Chuck Shelton and
Valerie Cunningham.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
Toni* in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

SyC141140Te

Coy Hale Succumbs;
Services Sunday
Services for Coy Hale, 85,
215 S. 15th, Murray, who died
Friday at Westview Nursing
Home,-will be at 230 km.
Sunday at Max_ Churchill
Funeral Home with burial in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends -may call at --the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
Saturday.
Mr. Hale was a member of
Goshen United Methodist
Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Vara Fain _Hale. ._
The deceased leaves three
sons, Hilton Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd., Murray_ Lennis
Hale, Route 7, Murray, and
Charles Hale, 1508 Caucer
Drive, Murray. A sister, Ruby
Barnes, Murray; and four
grandchildren survive.

Puppet Show .Planned
At Public Library
The Calloway County Public
Library will present a special
program on Wednesday,
Richard
December
7.
Valentine will produce a
puppet show at the regular
3:00 p.m. Story Hour.
'Due to the special program
there will be no 10:00 a.m.
Story Hour. Both parents and
children are invited to attend.
Christmas trees will be in
the library. Everyone is
,
welcome to come and view the
Christmas trees and other
decorations, a spokesman
said.

reb
b

SCHOOL ) Grocety Bills Up;Coffee A Culprit
LuncH mEnu
- total, however, the average of December was fourtenths of pork chops increased last
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
Grocery bills at the.start of
MURRAY CITY
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Ganda Jeffrey, food service
Joanna Adams,food service December were almost 10
director for the Murray City director for ,the Callewey percent higher than they were
Schools, has released the County Schools, has released, in January, bht shoppers *ho
menus for the lunchrooms for the menus for the lunchrooms have managed to cut coffee
the schools for the week of for the schools for the week of purchases have avoided most
December 5 to 9 as follows: December 5 to 9 as follows: of the increase, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
MURRAY HIGH
EAST, NORTH,AND
shows..
- -- Monday
choice of -corn'
SOUTTIWEST The AP drew up a random
dogs, toasted cheese, hamMonday - sausage patti„
burger, hot dogs, chef salad, creamed potatoes, blackeyed list of 15 coMmonly purchased
fruits, and vegetables; peas, baked apples, biscuits, food and non-food items. on
Tuesday - choice of pizza, butter, and jelly; Tuesday - March 1, 1973, checked the
sloppy joe, hamburger, hot fish, tator tots, dried beans, price at one supermarket in
dogs, chef salad, fruits, and cold slaw, hush puppies, and each of 13 cities and has
vegetables; Wednesday - pudding; Wednesday - pizza rechecked on or about the
choice of chicken, spaghetti, loaf, green beans, sweet start of each succeeding
hamburger, hot dogs, chef potatoes with rilarshmallows, month. One item - chocolate
salad, fruits, and vegetables; rolls, and ice cream; Thur- chip cookies - had to be
Thursday - choice of tacos, sday -- vegetable beef soup, dropped from the list as of the
lasagne, hamburger, hot dogs, cheese sandwich, applesauce, end of November because the
discontinued
chef salad, fruits, and and cake square; Friday - manufacturer
vegetables; Friday - choice hamburger, French fries, the package size used in the
of chili and pimento cheese pear -salad, and rice krispie survey.
Among the latest findings:
sandwich, ravioli, hamburger, bar.
-The .marketbasket bill
hot dogs, chef salad, fruits,
CALLOtilAY HIGH
and vegetables.
Monday - cheeseburger, increased at the checklist
MURRAY MIDDLE
submarines, beef pot pie, 'store in every city during the
Monday - roast beef vegetables,salads, chef salad, first 11 months ef 1977, rising
sandwich or 'hamburger, cornbread, cinnamon rolls, an average of 9 percent. When
creamed potatoes or tri- and chocolate pudding; coffee was removed from the
taters, peaches or applesauce, Tuesday - hamburger, chili
and ice cream; Tuesday - dogs, meat loaf, vegetables,
pizza or sloppy joe, corn (both salads, fruit plate, mock
lines), mixed fruit or gelatin, cherry pie, and tangerine;
and cookie; Wednesday - Wednesday - hamburger,
spaghetti or hamburger, bologna sandwich, pizza,
potatoes or green beans, pears vegetables, salads, chocolate
or tossed salad, French bread, cake, and cookie; Thursday and cookie; Thursday- tacos hamburger, sliced beef
The Seventh and Poplar
or pizza, potatoes or Mexican sandwich,
taco
salad, - Church of Christ will hear pro.
beans, applesauce or gelatin, vegetables, salads, slaw, John Dale speak at the 8:30
and cookie; Friday - ham- combination salad, gelatin a.m., 10:40 a.m., and six p.m.
burger or chili, pimento pie:and fruit cocktail; Friday worship services cgi Sunday,
cheese sandwich, potatoes, -cheeseburger, sloppy joe, December 4. His morning
orange wedges, carrot sticks, chicken, vegetables, fruit subject- will be-"Once Sayed,
and cookies.
salad, slaw, rolls, iced ap- Always
Saved?"
with
plesauce cake, and ice cream. scripture from Acts 8:20-24,
CARTER AND
ROBERTSON
and his evening subject will be
. Monday - barbeque4 beef,
"Parent-Child: Child-Parent''
slaw, baked beans, and
with scripture from Ephesians
cookie; Tuesday - chicken,
6:1-4.
creamed potatoes, green
Assisting in the services will
beans, rolls, and jelly;
be Ray Karraker, Owen
Wednesday - sloppy joe,
Moseley, 'Kim Weatheiford,
corn, applesauce, and cookie;
Jamie Potts, William Gargus,
Thursday - hamburger,
Earl Nanny, Mark Pugh,
French fries, fruit gelatin, and
Mrs. Billy Joe- Stanley of Larry Cunningham, Art
cookie; Friday - chili with Mayfield will be the guest Jewell, Paul Kelly, Nicky,
pimento cheese sandwich, speaker for the Woman's Day Ryan, Garry Evans, and Max
celery sticks;orange sections, service at the First Christian Walker.
and cake.
Church (Disciples of Christ)
Bott-----LaMastus, Randy
on Sunday, December 4, at Wright, Amos Hill, and Paul
10i45 a.in. Her text will be Kelly will preside for The
from II Peter 1:3-10. She will Lord's Supper. Debbie Turner
be introduced by Mrs. Walter will be teen nursery helper.
Apperson.
Extension
Department
The Chancel Choir, directed workers will be Max Walker,
by Margaret Porter with Jane Ed West, Jack Ward, and
Hutson as organist, will sing Noah Wheatley. .
the anthem,"Were You There
The A Cappella Singers
The Rev. Buz Rabatin will On'ThatChristmas Night." from the University Christian'
speak on the subject, "What Rebecea Dublin will be Student Center will present a
Second Coming?" with worship leader and Emily program following the eyeing
scripture from Matthew 24:21- Apperson will be the candle worship service on Sunday.
28 at the 10:45 a.m. worship lighter.
Serving the Lord's Supper
Elders serving will be Walt during December will be Jack
Sunday,
services
on
December 4, at the First Apperson and John Pasco, Sr. Rose, Jamie Potts, Bruce
Presbyterian Church,16th and Deaconesses serving will be McManus, Mike Brannack, E.
Helen
Campbell, Ruth C. Wallin, Thomas Schroader,
Main Streets.
Kathy Mowery will direct Daughaday, Betty Gore, Rupert Nix, Roy Harmon,
the choir as they sang the Benita Greer, and Johnna Bobby Johnson, Ewin Dick,
anthem, t'The King Shall Puttoff. Greeters will be Dr. Newell Hopkins, and Lorin
Come." Lisa Slater will be and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and Watson.
John Pasco, Sr.
'organist.
Nursery attendants will be
The flowers on the Com- Kathy Lyons, Helen King, Sue.
Holy Communion will be
observed on this second munion table will be in Adams, Sue Miller, Debbie
Sunday in Advent with Becky memory of Make and Eunice Miller, Janice Rose, Charlotte
Overbey by Mrs. C. R. Lamb, Debbie McNutt, Rita
Wold to light the candle.
Church School will be held Lisanby.
Burton, Dortha Winchester,
Sunday School will be at 9:30 and Jo Ann Humphreys. Bus
at -9:30 a.m. Sunday.
The church will have a a.m.
drivers for December will be
The God Squad will. nieet James Herndon,'- James
fellowship potluck dinner on
Sunday at six p.m. at the with Ruth Perkins at 5:30 p.m. Mowery, Nicky Ryan, and
churt
'.h fellowship hall. the and the Senior Youth Group Ghry'Rowland.
church school will present a with Gary Martin at six p.m.
The Elders and Deacons will
on Sunday. Junior choir meet Sunday at three p.m.
play following the dinner.
directed
by
Open house will be held at practice,
five p.m. Sunday at the homes Margaret Porter, will be at
of MrAtici Mrs. Harry Conley hire,p.m.- and the God andand Tir
,and Mrs. Harold Countfy award class will meet
with the Rev. Dr. David C.
Howard.
Rolm at 4:30 p.m.

Church Of Christ

And UCSC Singers
To Hear Minister

Mrs. Stanley Woman's Day
Speaker Here

Rev. Rabatin Will
Speak At Church

Sunday Morning

Crossword Puzzler

Bro Hoover Will

Speak At Church

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

Dr. Whittaker Will
Speak At Church

MOO@ MOAB
3 Man's
ACROSS
_
LUNN= 03RWAA
nickname_
' —ittlr81re
a4143
NW HWUU
6 Rages
5 Lampr6ys
UWEJILid MIA
11 More
6
MUM MU14144 44
consecrated
Emmet
Leas7
1 3 Servile
The' First Baptist Church
UHOOU OIAJAMAA
8 Symbol for
14 Near
MMUA
UWUU
nickel
will
hear the Rev. Dr. Bill
15 Ingredient
9 Made into . COOMUMM UMUJA
17 Negative
Whittaker, pastor, speak on
lestrter.
UORPPI
OP
18 Arbiter •
"Declaration and.Deeci" with
10 Wiid plums
MOO CCM@ AUDI
12 Domains
MOMR A4
UU00
20 Canonized
scripture from Luke 9:1-6 at
13
Repair
person
BEIMOUB MMUAMI
v0
10:45 a.m., and on "The
Attitude
21 Number
MUM WOMUId
1 9 Blossoms
Mission of Tychicus" with
22 Cloth
Enthusiasm 40 Leak 2
1
Manage
30
measure
scripture from-,Ephesians
through
2_3 Skid
31 Schoolbook
43 Food fish
25 Throe32 Scorch
6:21-22 at seven p,rn. on
24 Conducted
44 Weight of
banded
33 One who
25 Simians
Sunday, Dec. 4.
India
armadillos
lease
holds
26 Deeply
47 A state
.27 Abstract • 34 Coast
G. T. Moody, Minister of
earnest
tabby
being
Learning
35
28 Hurried
education,
and David Parker,
49 Symbol for
Capuchin
Strict
28
37
29 Emerges
tellurium
monkey
39 Surfeit
deacon of the week, will assist
victorious
7
1
2
3 "'4
5 1:::;
.
:;
,
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•/ ,•. 6
11
9 10
30 District in
in the services.
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Of Christ Sunday

increase was only 3Vi percent.
Coffee prices generally
average about 83.-§8.a pouad,
$1 or more abb6e JandaPjr
•levels.
-Prices increased slightly
during November. 'The AP
survey showed that the
marketbasket bill increased
last_ month at-the checklist
store in seven cities and
decreased in six. The average
increase was 2.3 percent and
the average drop was 1.8
percent. Overall, the average
marketbasket bill at the Start

Grace Church Will
Hear Rev. Burpoe
The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m. worship services on Sunday.
"Blessed Assurance" will
be the song to be sung by the
church choir,directed by John
F. Wood with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill
as 11:18Dict
Nursery werkers will be
Gail Workman, Freda Jones,
Terri Downey, and Bonnie
Hale.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday. Bus driver for
the month and persons may
call him at 753-3410.
The deacons will meet at
seven p.m. Monday, and the
business meeting will be held
at seven p.m. Wednesday.

Dr. Fisher Will
Speak Sunday For

1 percent higher than it was a month at the checkliststore in
month
earlier. During' Seven cities; chopped chuck
Oeteirerr- the marketbasket went up in five cities and
bill at the checklist stares frankfUrters rose in three.,
dropped all---avellige of onestaples -tenth of 1 percent.
increased during November.
-Higher prices for meat The price of frozen orange
were responsible for much of juice concentrate increased at
the November boost. Meats the checklist store in seven
represent 21. percent. of the zities and the costail.&Zell
items in the marketbasket, eggs went up in eight cities.
but accounted for 31 percent of
-Cookie lovers were out of
the increases last month. The luck. The 141
/
2-ounce bag of
AP survey showed that the chocolate chip cookies which
price of a pound of center-cut had been used for the survey
has been discohlinlied by the.
manufacturer, Nabisco, and
has been replaced with a 13ounce bag designed to sell for
the same price. The company
The St. John's Episcopal blamed higher cocoa prices
Church, located at Main and for the change.
Broach Streets, will celebrate
The items on the AP
Holy Communion on Sunday, checklist were: chopped
December 4, at 9:45 a.m. with chuck, center cut pork chops,
the Rey. Stephen Davenport frozen orange _juice conas the celebrant.
centrate,-coffee, paper towels,
Ray Rodden will be acolyte butter, Grade-A medium
and Anita Burt wU be lay white eggs, creamy peanut
reader.
butter, laundry detergent,
Sunday School and Adult fabric softener, tomato sauce,
Class will be, held at eleven milk, frankfurters and
a.m. on Sunday.
granulated sugar.

Episcopal Church
Plans Services

State To Participate
In Attack Readiness
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Kentucky will be one of eight
states taking part in a regional
attack readiness exercise
.Dec. 6-7.
The state Division of
Disaster -and --Enter
Services will coordinate activity with the regional office
.qt-the Federal Defense atril
Preparedness Agency in
Thomasville, Ga. Other states
participating will be Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama,
Mississippi, South Carolina,
NOi,th Carolina and Tennessee.
A spokesman for the federal
agency said the exercise is designed to test communications
systems and emergency
procedures that weed go into
effect in the event of nuclear
war.
Brig. Gen. Wilbur Buntia,
head of DES,said his staff will
react to messages and information sent from the
regional office and respond
with the action that would be
taken during an actual attack.

Woman's Club Will . Sing Christmas Carols
Christmas carols will b4 sung by the
Chorus of the Music Department of the
Murray Woinan's Club in a special
program to open the holiday season on
Sunday, December 4, at three p.m. at
the club house.
Margaret Porter will direct the
women's chorus with Norene Winter as
the asqompanist. Mrs. Porter is
director of choral music at Murray
Middle School and is choir director at the First Christian Church. Mrs. Winter

is a private piano teacher and is active
in the Murray Civic Music Association.
This special pl'Ogram,is open to the
public,--accOrditig to Botinle Jones, vicepresident of the Murray Club. Members
of the Creative Arts Department will be
chairmen of the hostesses, and the
members of the Delta and Zeta
Departments have decorated the club
house for the holiday season. Other
members of the Alpha, Garden, Home,
Kappa,Siana.,and Theta Departments
will also assist in the hostesses' duties.

Methodist Church
"Listen! Do You Hear?"
will be - the 'subject of the.
Sermon by the Rev. Dr.James
A. Fisher, Sr., at the 10:50
a.m. worship service on
Sunday, December 4, at the
First United Methodist
Church. His text will be from
Isaiah 9:2-9.
Only one-Sfinda-y-- morning
worship service will be held
during the months of
Dece.mber, January, and,
February. Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore will be greeters.
Church School for all ages
will be held at 9:45 a.m. on "
Sunday followed by a
fellowship period in the social
hall prior to the morning
worship service.
The Senior High youth will
study "Thinking Of Others At
Christmas" and the Junior
High,"Feeling The Pressure"
at the six p.m. meetings on
Sunday, A snack supper will
be served at 5:30 p.m.
The United Mehtodist
Women will meet Tuesday at
ten a.m. The truck from the
Kentucky Mountain Missions
will be at the church 'alit° on
Tuesday to pick any good
clothing for the mission.
The Charge Conference will
Wednesday,
be
held
December 7, at 6:30 p.m. in
the social hall. All officials for
1978 will be elected at this
time.
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Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor
The two ordinances of the
Memorial Baptist Church-baptism -anti The. Lord's
Supper-will be observed at
the church on Sunday,
December 4, at the seven p.m.
worship sevice, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Jerrell
White.
thelDa.m. service the
Rev. White will speak on the
subject, "Stewardship of
Life" with scripture from I
Chron. 29:1-17 and!Cor. 4:1-2.
Don Rogers, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services
The adult Choir, directed by
the Rev. Ron Illimpton with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Diane Dixon as pianist,
will present special music.
Church teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training at six p.m.
with J. T. Lee as director.

Model RR-9

Touchmaticri.

MICROWAVE VOVEN

The first microwave oven with a memory.
The Raytheon Company, of which Amana'
ts a-s-ubSittialy, invented rritctoweve
cooking in the mid 1940s Soon after,
Raytheon manufactured the first
microwave oven — for commercial vise

10 Years of Leadership
Then in 1967. Amana virds the first
manufacturer to offer microwave cooking
.inapractlQthj.t -.QJ.t iguntert.op unit
designed specifically for the home irilte*10 years since that engineering
breakthrough. Amana has pioneered many
of the major technological refinements in
microwave ovens Refinements like
programmed cooking with computerized
controls

Bro. Kenneth Ho_oyer will
st3eak at the 10:30 a.m. and six
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, December 4, at the
University Church of Christ.
His morning subject will be
"Bring Then, In" with
Now — to celebrate Amana's 10 years of
scripture from Matthew 13:25mirowave leadership — we offer the
30, 36-43; and his evening
Vriana Radarange Microwave Oven 10th
subject, "Abounding In The
Work of the Lord" with
675 watts of cooking power.
scripture from-I Peter 4:7-11.
A.,saisting in the services will
Cooks almost everything
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
gourmet perfect in 1/4th
Eldridge, Pete Wyro, David
the usual time!
Fitts, James Feltner, Leroy
Eldridge, and Hero' Grogan.
large enough
• Stainless steel interior
Serving The tOrd's Supper
for a family size turkey
will be Richard Smith, Keith
4
A See-through window and interior light so
Hays, Jace Wilson, Kennie
you can see what's cooking
Hoover, John Gallagher, Greenhouse Committee
Take
advantage of
Randy Mabry, Randy Dunn,.
Bill Bailey, and Murrell
our
10th
Anniversary
Plans Tuesday Meet
Goheen.
Special today!
Nursery superkisors will be
kmeeting to elect officers of
Citizens
Senior
Eulala Like, Margaret the
Larue Spann, Julie' Greenhouse committee will be
Spann, Ann Thompson, and held at St. John's Episcopal
Denise Dycus.
Church, Main. and Broach
Tuesday,
The Church-wide potluck Streets,
on
will be held Spriday at 4:15 December 6, at 3:30 p.m.
p.m. Sunday in the church .A13 persons interested in the
annex.
'
%;larrii41
c
ar
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airlialp
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,,9;30 a.m..Sunday.
for the earning year.,
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Anniversary Special' The Touchmatic
Redefehge Overi-Wodel'ARjr
'

• Touchmatic Computerized Control
Remembers what you tell it to do by
touching numbers and words on the
control panel
-.Rernearbers-,-

how-kftertiefrost------,
•••

Remembers
to wait for food
temperature to equalize
Remembers

lust how long to cook •

Remembers ....to Shut itseltolf and call,
you for dinner with a pleasant beep
Remembers
to display the time of day
when cooking s completed In lights'

A Real Energy Saver!
Cooks almost everything with
50% to 75% less electricity than
a conventional electric range.
• Cookmatic Power Shift puts you
control of everything you cook
COOKA•ATICI-"-I1-1

1

in full,.

Cr•ST

$5000
SAVE
(Lay-Away Now For Christmas)
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